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Summary
Today’s aggressive business environment and profound competition necessitate
businesses to develop strong and robust operating strategies and continually re-
vise/improve them in order to remain competitive. In business logistics, companies
with slack coordination cannot compete or cope up with a rival system that is well-
coordinated. A well-organized coordination between the business entities enables
the business chain to tackle competitors by providing a high level of service at low
product cost. Inappropriate management strategies, improper integration among
the supply chain entities and/or poor coordination with external participants de-
teriorate supply chain performance leading to poor sales and reputation among
market customers. Identifying the opportunities to enrich performance and to ex-
pand the market share will pave way for future business evolution and will be the
focus of this thesis.
Supply chain management emerged decades ago to address issues related to diverse
business objectives such as efficient resource utilization, high customer satisfaction
and to reduce supply chain cost. In product distribution part, operations research
techniques have enabled the replenishment of right amounts of products from the
right suppliers at minimal (product and transportation) cost. Advances in mod-
eling have encouraged the practitioners to model existing systems and study their
behavior under different scenarios and determine ways for improvement. Process
control concepts are also being applied to supply chain systems with a view to
achieve a required level of performance. The tradeoff between performance metrics
Summary
(customer satisfaction and cost) is an attractive concept that brings optimization
tools into play. Flexibility in transportation further encourages the distribution
system to maintain lesser inventory because frequent product replenishment at
short intervals is possible. Managing fewer inventories reduces the inventory cost
at the cost of more backorder and unsatisfied customers. To get rid of this trouble,
supply chain managers need to focus on achieving improved coordination between
the supply chain entities.
In this thesis, we play the role of a third-party supply chain consultant to develop
methodologies to measure and enhance the performance of supply chain with refer-
ence to diverse business goals. The recommendations which are restricted to tacti-
cal decisions may either lead to changes in control parameters, control structures or
re-design of the internal strategy and the network configuration. A multi-product
multi-echelon large scale decentralized supply chain is considered to investigate
the applicability of the proposed performance enhancement methodologies and
support the real world supply chains with right decisions. Several scenarios are




Tough competition and globalization are the two drivers for supply chain man-
agement. Supply chain management deals with information, material and cash
flows and the relationships among channel intermediaries from the point of origin
of raw materials supplier through to the final consumer. Uncertainty is one of
the main issues that make supply chain operation intricate and ineffective. Un-
certain demand & material supply, limited production facility and the lack of
co-ordination among supply chain entities affect the smooth flow of material from
plant ware-house to market customers thereby affecting supply chain performance.
Therefore, a well-oiled supply chain network is a prerequisite to compete success-
fully in today’s market place. This research work is focused on developing efficient
performance assessment and enhancement (i.e. supply chain decision revision al-
gorithm) methodologies that lead to efficient supply chain decisions or strategies
with reference to the relevant yet diverse business goals.
1
1.2 Supply Chain Decision Levels
1.1 Supply Chain System - An Overview
Supply chain aims to achieve well coordinated information, material and cash
flows between raw material supplier and market customers i.e. it aims to achieve a
perfectly functioning supply chain. Raw materials flow downstream from suppliers
to the production plants where they are transformed to value added products. The
finished products flow from plant warehouses to customers. The cash flows in the
upstream direction i.e. from customers to the production plant and suppliers
(figure 1.1). In a supply chain system, business logistics is categorized into three
stages as inbound logistics, material management and product distribution. Each
stage is a single or multi-echelon depending on the supply chain network and the
locations of manufacturing plant, raw material suppliers and market customers.
Inbound logistics is the upstream stage of the system that mainly concerns with
raw material procurement [1], supply contracts [2, 3] and selecting combination
of suppliers [4, 5]. Material management is concerned about the optimum plant
scheduling through Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) and Utilization [6, 7].
The product distribution part is a dominant aspect of the supply chain system and
deals with movement of products from warehouse to distribution centers, retailers
and finally customers. This portion of the supply chain is exposed to the problem
of uncertain customer demand. The revenue generated by the supply chain system
depends on customer satisfaction with respect to product quality, availability and
service level provided by the distribution network.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of Supply Chain Architecture
1.2 Supply Chain Decision Levels
The supply chain strategy represents various decision levels to attain overall busi-
ness goals. The four important decision areas in supply chain management are
location, production, inventory and distribution. The strategy varies with the de-
cision level, present and future focus of the companies and the objectives. The
decisions are categorized into three hierarchical levels (figure 1.2) as strategic, tac-
tical and operational - the difference is in the time scale of the revision periods
and the level of implementation. The strategic goal is the decision made over
long time frames (yearly basis), focused on future business opportunities, compe-
tition evolution and business economics. Strategic supply chain network design
[8], redesigning the supply chain architecture [9, 10] the number and location of
production sites, warehouses and distribution nodes and connectivity between the
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entities, facility allocation and outsourcing are some examples of strategic deci-
sions. Facility allocation is a strategical approach which creates an environment
that strongly supports the primary objectives of an organization [11]. The out-
sourcing decision is choosing contract manufacturer and component (raw material)
supplier [12].
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of Supply Chain Decisions
Tactical decisions are made over the time frame of a few to several months and deals
with internal strategies like supply contract, outsourcing, production- distribution
planning [13–15], capacity allocation, inventory allocation (including replenish-
ment rule, parameters) and transportation strategy (lead time [16] and logistics
[17]). The capacity allocation problem assigns production targets in relation to
the forecasted demand. Inventory allocation aims at maintaining a buffer stock
in order to attain high customer satisfaction, low excess inventory and backorder
at retail and distribution facilities [18, 19]. Operational strategies focus on day
to day issues associated with managing the product flow effectively and efficiently
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within the strategically planned supply chain. It includes production scheduling,
order processing, demand forecasting, distribution planning, product replenish-
ment, transshipment and emergency shipment. The Transshipment [20] is the
redistribution of the stock within the same tier (e.g. retailers), Emergency ship-
ment bypasses the distributor and moves material from supplier to retailer, when
the retailer’s inventory falls to a certain level. Both Transshipment and Emer-
gency shipment are the alternative options to facilitate necessary products when
immediate suppliers fall short to supply the required products. In general, all
decisions should coordinate with the higher decision levels so as to attain overall
business goals.
1.3 Supply Chain Structure
The five perspectives of supply chain structure are identified as dyadic, serial,
divergent, convergent and network [21]. The dyadic structure consists of two busi-
ness entities (e.g. buyer and vendor). The serial structure is obtained by cascading
several dyadic structures. A typical serial supply chain studied in the literature
usually consists of one retailer, one distributor, one manufacturer and one supplier.
A divergent structure is a modified serial structure [22]. It is used to represent
a more realistic distribution supply chain in which one supplier (e.g. manufac-
turer) distributes stock to several downstream entities (e.g. retailer, distributor).
A convergent structure, which is another modification of a serial supply chain,
basically represents the manufacturing supply chain in which several components
5
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and materials provided by suppliers are assembled by a manufacturer. The con-
figuration (e.g. number of tiers, parts and number of suppliers and manufacturers
in each tier) of the convergent structure depends on the bill-of-materials of the
end product. Finally, a network structure is a combination of the convergent and
divergent structures. It represents a complex supply chain. The dyadic structure
is usually studied by an analytical model, because the simplicity of the model al-
lows a complete mathematical analysis. It is observed that there is less literature
in which mathematical analyses are employed to study convergent and divergent
structures. This is because the complexity of such structures does not allow a
straightforward extension of the results obtained in a dyadic structure. These
complex structures are usually investigated by using a simulation approach. It
is clear that the selection of supply chain modeling approach and supply chain
analysis is highly dependent on the supply chain structure.
1.4 Supply Chain Cost
The total supply chain cost consists of material acquisition cost, production cost,
inventory carrying cost, transportation cost and order management cost (figure
1.3). Procurement cost is the cost of raw material procured during the manufac-
turer’s time of interest. Production cost is the value added (manufacturing cost)
during the window of manufacturing interest. Inventory cost is the holding cost
of finished product at hand and on-road. It includes the cost of storage for space,
insurance against fire, flood and theft, inventory shrinkage and obsolescence. The
profit gained is described as the difference between the revenues and the supply
6
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chain cost [23]. The revenue is the monetary value of product sales at the market.
Figure 1.3: Supply Chain Cost Structure
1.5 Centralized and Decentralized Supply Chains
In a supply chain, entities such as suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and re-
tailers, can belong to a single organization or independent organizations. However,
the distinction between centralized and decentralized systems is more properly re-
lated to the incentive structures within the chain. At the most basic level, in
a centralized supply chain, there is a central planner who makes decisions for
the entire system, whereas each entity in a decentralized system functions as an
autonomous unit. Decentralized control policies can be easily implemented and
analyzed at the local level (department, firm, etc). However, coordinated planning
of the individual entities in a way that optimizes the value of the overall supply
chain (system) is a difficult undertaking. Research tools that are used for plan-
ning such systems include network flow models and Mixed Integer Programming
(MIP) models. The performance of both the centralized and decentralized system
7
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is influenced by delays in information and material transfer and inaccurate de-
mand forecasting [24]. The support model developed for HP Company confirmed
that partly centralized system manages better material flow across the organiza-
tional barrier than centralized and decentralized system [25]. An investigation of
a multi-product multi-echelon supply chain system using advanced control strat-
egy [26] concludes that centralized control of the overall network provides better
performance than decentralized management of individual nodes in the supply
chain network. Although the centralized management provides better benefits
than decentralized management, decentralized management is unavoidable in the
real world where the entities of the distribution network belong to different com-
panies and prefer to focus only on their individual performances. As a result,
significant research efforts are required to develop decentralized supply chain net-
work models to study and capture the complexity of the interactions among various
decision-makers influencing the overall performance of the supply chain [27].
1.6 Importance of Decentralized Distribution Networks
The prevailing challenges in the supply chain arise from the large number of the
inbound and outbound material and information flows that converge in and di-
verge from the plants [28]. Inventory management and logistics become increas-
ingly more important in the distribution network because of the large number of
material flows and the uncertainty associated with the demands and the inappro-
priate distribution nodes. In real circumstances, the individual distribution nodes
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belonging to different organizations prefers to optimize their performance with-
out considering the adverse effects caused to the other parts of the network. All
distribution nodes prefer to achieve maximum output (sales-profit and customer
satisfaction) at minimum resources (excess inventory and backorder) by aggres-
sive replenishment of products from the suppliers. Such aggressive replenishment
is the source of demand distortion which amplifies the demand information while
propagating through non-optimum distribution nodes up to the production site.
The production site facing distorted demand (and not the true market demand),
produces product according to the distorted demand information. Production ac-
cording to amplified demand results in the purchase of excess raw material, high
operating cost and excess inventory in the distribution nodes. This lead to an
increase in supply chain cost and/or product cost and ultimately affect product
sales and supply chain reputation. This problem can be eliminated by integrat-
ing the activities within the entities and across other entities in the supply chain
[29]. The risk of collapse in the business (or to avoid profit loss) can be rectified
by the effective synchronization between inbound logistics, material management
and outbound logistics. Complexity of the chain varies from firm to firm. For ex-
ample, new government legislation encourages major manufacturing companies to
recycle their used products for environmental protection and associated economi-
cal benefits [30]. There is plenty of evidence to suggest that major manufacturing
companies are shifting from traditional to closed loop supply chains [31]. Now,
distribution network not only manages the new product inventory but is also in-
volved in used-product collection, storage and transportation. The complexity of
distribution network is increased by the additional uncertain used-material flow.
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For an efficient distribution, both internal and external integration between dis-
tribution nodes is required to provide smooth material flow between production
plant warehouse and market customers and to handle sudden fluctuations in the
demand from uncertain customers.
1.7 Research Scope
As discussed in the previous sections, this thesis concentrates on improving the
performance of decentralized supply chains with reference to their diverse busi-
ness goals. In particular, this work emphasizes on the methodologies to identify
right supply chain decisions for performance enhancement. The methodologies
developed takes advantage of supply chain model, forecasted uncertain inputs and
optimization algorithms to synchronize the internal entities of large scale supply
chains. Computational studies were carried out to investigate the feasibility of the
proposed performance enhancement strategies on realistically sized supply chains.
Based on a thorough understanding of the supply chain characteristics and busi-
ness goal(s), well-established optimization algorithms are utilized in this work to
enhance supply chain performance.
Control theory concepts help to model, analyze and understand the dynamics of
the supply chains [32]. Advanced control strategies such as model predictive con-
trol [26, 33], minimum variance control [19] and model reference control [34, 35]
have the advantage of being able to provide superior and precise control. All ad-
vanced strategies either require additional information and/or have implementa-
tion difficulty, while extending to the large scale networks. Heuristic based control
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policies are preferred over advanced control strategies owing to their simplicity
and ease of implementation in decentralized supply chains.
Our primary interest is to identify the potential opportunities to improve supply
chain behavior by revising the tactical decisions of the supply chain entities. We
have taken the role of a third party supply chain consultant and exercised the
following options: (a) enhance the overall performance with minimal modifica-
tions in the supply chain decisions (b) achieve superior performance at all internal
entities of the network in multi-objective fashion (c) improve the predictability
of the supply chain nodes by reducing the uncertainty transfer (import/export)
for the benefit of individual entities as well as overall system and (d) tackle large
scale closed supply chains (integrated manufacturing, distribution & used product
recycle system) where the revision in supply chain decision is very challenging and
extremely expensive. The viabilities of the proposed concepts are complemented
by realistic simulation examples.
1.8 Thesis Overview
This thesis begins with an elaborate introduction to this research, and states the
major challenges, objectives and research scope. In Chapter 2, a detailed overview
of supply chains covering various attributes such as internal strategies (inven-
tory management, demand forecasting, and responsiveness to uncertain demand),
external coordination (bullwhip, performance), supply chain model, control and
optimization strategies is presented. An elaborate description of multi-echelon
multi-product distribution network model is presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter
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4, a performance assessment and enhancement framework is developed for a de-
centralized supply chain. The proposed methodology aims to focus on identifying
the problematic supply chain entities to resolve them through revised supply chain
decisions which are easy to implement. The workability of this framework is in-
vestigated using two case study problems involving stationary and non-stationary
demand patterns.
Real world supply chains aim for multiple performance criteria’s such as mini-
mal supply chain cost and maximum customer satisfaction. Chapter 5 aims to
support the supply chains interested in multi-objective performance metrics. A
multi-objective performance optimization methodology is developed to identify the
right supply chain decisions to the improved supply chain performance depending
on their business objective such as customer focused, cost effective and optimal
performance tradeoff strategies.
Uncertainty is a major issue that affects the predictability of the supply chain and
leads to deviation of the operation and performance from optimal values. Uncer-
tainty caused by market customers due to rapid changes in business environment
and competition is exogenous, whereas uncertainties arising due to inefficient sup-
ply chain entities practicing inappropriate internal strategies are endogenous type.
An uncertainty prone supply chain requires more investment than a similar but
uncertainty free supply chain to satisfy similar market customers. In other words,
the return on investment is less in uncertainty prone supply chains. Exogenous
uncertainty such as customer demand cannot be controlled due to complex in-
teraction with other uncertain variables such as customer willingness to buy the
12
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product, product availability, seasonal changes and competitive products. Endoge-
nous uncertainty can be reduced by synchronizing all internal entities to improve
the predictability of all supply chain entities. Chapter 6 investigates the benefit of
reducing endogenous uncertainty (i.e. increasing the predictability) of the supply
chain entities on the performance of the overall network.
Supply chain cost and customer satisfaction are not the only performance mea-
sures in real world supply chains. Environmental factors also play a significant
role. Government regulations necessitate supply chain practitioners to take back
used products for recycling to minimize environmental impact. Reusing the used
products to produce new products depends on the product type and customer will-
ingness to use, recycle & reuse refurbished products. The products produced from
recycled material have advantages both in cost and time. Synchronizing the pro-
duction system with used material recycle system and new product distribution
system is the exigent problem in closed loop supply chains. Chapter 7 consid-
ers the issues involved in closed loop supply chain decision making and outline a
novel optimization methodology to derive feasible decisions in reasonably cheap
time and cost. Chapter 8 consolidates the conclusions derived from this research
study and provides suggestions for future works.
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Chapter 2
Distribution Network and its
Management
Supply chain system is a well balanced dynamics of material, information and
cash flows between raw material suppliers and market customers through the or-
ganizational barriers of inbound logistics, production plants and multi-echelon
distribution network [36]. The distribution network is a dominant concern in sup-
ply chains that are prone to various degrees of uncertainties due to fluctuating
market demand and its propagation through non-optimal distribution nodes. In-
appropriate internal strategies, replenishment rules and operational parameters
practiced in the distribution nodes lead to non-optimal behavior (e.g. bullwhip)
affecting individual nodes as well as overall network performance. Establishing
good distribution logistics necessitates optimal behavior of distribution nodes to
attain better individual performance even while ensuring optimal overall network
performance. This chapter will discuss the modeling, control and optimization
aspects of supply chains and the sources of demand distortion.
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2.1 Inventory Management Methods
Various inventory management strategies are practiced in real world supply chains
depending on the product type, demand pattern, product flow strategy and busi-
ness goals. Some well established strategies are push driven strategy, pull (de-
mand) driven strategy, just-in-time and vendor managed inventory. In this the-
sis, our focus is mainly on demand-driven supply chains. Demand driven supply
chain handles functional products which are expensive and faces highly uncertain
demand. Inventory management is the crucial decision necessary for this kind of
supply chain where (a) insufficient inventory creates unsatisfied customer and ruin
the business or (b) managing excess inventory than the required level diminishes
the profit margin.
2.1.1 Push and Pull Inventory Systems
In push-inventory system, products are produced based on long term demand fore-
casts using historical demand patterns. Push strategy takes longer time to respond
to changes in demand, and can result in overstocking or unacceptable service lev-
els. At overstock situation, to prevent product obsolescence, finished product is
pushed to the market customer through distribution network by various promo-
tional schemes like cost cut-off to create or increase the sales opportunity of the
product in the market. Push strategy is beneficial for commodity products (water,
electricity) that have steady demand and lower unit price. In this case, products
are produced at maximum capacity to utilize the benefits of economics of scale.
In pull (demand) driven system, the products are produced and distributed to the
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market customers according to the forecasted demand. This strategy responds to
the market demand through demand information flow from actual customers to
the production plant through various intermediate distributors. The pull strategy
holds for functional products having uncertain demand (e.g. seasonal, innovative
and fashion markets with unpredictable demand and high obsolescence risks). At
times, pull strategy breaks down and fails to react to the demand fluctuations
because of long lead time and poor demand forecasting. Long lead times and
inefficient forecasting necessitate that the entire distribution system must hold
inventory as a safety buffer stock to engage sudden fluctuations in the market
demand and to maintain smooth product flow between manufacturing firms and
market customer irrespective of the uncertain demand. This also reduces the ef-
fect of the mismatch between the production and the demand. The dynamics
of the supply chain varies with the product type like fast moving product, slow
moving product, perishable and recyclable product. Few supply chain adopt a
hybrid push/pull strategy, and implement push at the beginning stages (close to
production) and pull at the later stages (assembly line) as seen in reference [37].
2.1.2 Just-in-Time and Vendor Managed Inventory
Just-in-Time (JIT) inventory management is preferred for products produced by
make-to-order production systems for the benefit of improving the return on in-
vestment [38]. A well tuned JIT [39] has competitive advantage with less/no
inventory holding cost, frequent delivery, short lead time, and close supplier ties.
In JIT, customer order triggers the raw material purchase and production to sat-
isfy the customer orders and to maintain the inventory in-process respectively.
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Inventory in-process depends on historical demand; sudden fluctuation in demand
may cause adverse effect and cause customer satisfaction issues. D’Ouville et al
[40] analyzed the trade-off between conventional push and JIT production meth-
ods. JIT guarantees substantial savings in inventory costs by sacrificing at least
one important degree of freedom (optimizing the rate of intermediate production
process), which may lead to substantial inefficiency in production. JIT type will
suit systems with reliable suppliers [41] and customers having loyalty towards the
product type. Both customer and manufacturer gain by adopting the JIT strat-
egy. For example, in an automobile system, customers have the choice to customize
their requirement at the expense of having to deal with the production lead time.
At the same time, the manufacturer has the advantage of holding no/less raw ma-
terial and finished product inventory. Vendor-managed inventory (VMI) system
[42] is an interesting option in supply chains where the retailers face high risk of
demand uncertainty. In VMI system, retailers share demand information with the
upstream nodes; upstream nodes will make decision to maintain inventory in the
retailer nodes and owns the inventory until they are sold. In this management, an
upstream node bears the risk of demand uncertainty. Many companies, such as
Campbell Soup Company, Procter and Gamble, garment industry, Dell, Walmart
(a pioneer and one of the major US-based supply chain) and grocery industry
follow VMI management. A slight modification in VMI strategy will help both
vendor and retailer for better pay off, if they have an agreement to share the im-
pact of demand uncertainty. Compared to traditional pull driven supply chains,
the VMI system is found to be superior, and less affected from transportation
disruptions caused between distribution echelons [43]. The inventory fluctuations
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are less in VMI system, even the unfilled customer orders remains approximately
the same for both pull and VMI systems.
2.2 Bullwhip Effect
Various researchers identified bullwhip as a dominant source-causing inefficiencies
in supply chain operations. Bullwhip (BW) refers to the phenomenon that order
variability increases as orders move upstream along the supply chain (figure 2.1,
[44]). This phenomenon is so well known that it is sometimes referred to as, “the
first law of supply chain dynamics” [45]. The importance and influence of bullwhip
has been well analyzed by researchers both in theory and practice. Forrester [46]
is the pioneer in identifying the oscillations in supply chain due to ineffective
coordination between internal entities. Wikner et al [47] showed the performance
of three-echelon Forrester production-distribution system is far from optimal due
to bullwhip effect. Demand forecasting, lead-times, batch orders, supply shortages,
and price variations are identified as the major sources causing bullwhip in supply
chain systems [24, 48–50]. Lead time (delay in demand/order information transfer
and material transportation) has been identified as the primary cause of bullwhip
[51, 52]. Secondary causes include inaccurate demand forecast, batch ordering,
price fluctuations, rationing and shortage gaming. Disney et al [53] identified and
quantified the bullwhip in multi-echelon system. Other than these sources, human
behavior can also generate bullwhip effect in supply chain networks [54].
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Figure 2.1: The Bullwhip Effect
2.2.1 Sources of Bullwhip Effect
(1) Planning and behavioral aspects: Production planning and inventory al-
location based on distorted information from succeeding downstream nodes instead
of end customer demand causes bullwhip effect.
(2) Batch Order: Batch order is practiced by the supply chain entities mainly to
reduce set-up costs and fixed order cost by placing orders in batches periodically to
suppliers [55]. Because of this ordering technique, the suppliers receive distorted
and delayed information about end customer demand.
(3) Price fluctuations: Depending on the market reasons, the companies vary
the product prices to retailers and end customers either by promotional offers or
temporary price reductions. This leads buyers to speculate, buying large quantities
when prices are low and avoiding buying when prices are higher. This forward
buying increases the variation in end customer demand and amplifies the demand
variation results in bullwhip [48, 49].
(4) Rationing and shortage gaming: Suppliers often ration their products by
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prioritizing the customers or products during insufficient inventory situation. This
causes delivering only a proportion of the quantity that customers order. Buyers
anticipating shortages and rationing will often increase the size of their orders
in excess of their actual demand to ensure that they get the amount that they
really require. As soon as delivery bottlenecks are overcome, they cancel their
orders for the unneeded quantity [48, 49]. This phenomenon of gaming leaves
the manufacturer with a much distorted picture of consumer demand, and the
bullwhip effect sets in.
(5) Role of human behavior: Simulation experiments clearly reveal two human
strategies causing the bullwhip effect [54]. In supply chains, some practitioners act
aggressively (safe harbour) by ordering more products than necessary and increase
their safety stock. Aggressive nature not only costs high capital employed in stock
at their tier but also force their suppliers to either increase their orders or to pay
for out-of-stock situations. Thus aggressive strategy practiced by only one tier can
have a negative impact on the whole supply chain. The second extreme of human
behavior is very conservative and aims to prevent inventory built-up and can lead
to out-of-stock situations. The conservative strategy depletes the inventory before
the end customer’s demand increases. Initially, cautious ordering does not affect
other nodes in the network badly. But as soon as end customer’s orders increase,
a node following this strategy will order more than the required level causing a
negative impact on the entire supply chain. Furthermore, the node following the
conservative strategy is not able to deliver for some periods causing out-of-stock
situations for its customers.
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2.2.2 Consequence of Bullwhip
The bullwhip effect leads to overloaded and/or under-loaded production at the
manufacturing firms and ineffective inventory allocation at the distribution nodes.
It dramatically increases the operating costs of the supply chain system and often
leads to serious supply and demand mismatches and deterioration in customer
service levels [45]. Supply chains facing bullwhip effect need high level of inventory
to ensure sufficient service level against variation in demand. The proven fact is,
by exchanging both the demand and order information would reduce the bullwhip
effect (i.e demand distortion). Nevertheless, due to decentralized management,
humans act as obstacles for information flow in supply chains.
2.2.3 Bullwhip Quantification and Impact
Various researchers have attempted to quantify the bullwhip and its effects on
inventory allocation. Analytical expressions have been derived to quantify the
bullwhip and variance in inventory position [51, 56]. Linear control theory concepts
were utilized to derive analytical expressions for variance of order and inventory
time series by Hoberg et al [57]. They studied the stability and performance (order
and inventory variances) of inventory on-hand policy and base-stock policy with
and without information sharing. Their study confirmed the instability of the
inventory on-hand policy for non-zero lead time system. The base-stock policy,
installation-stock policy (without information sharing) and echelon-stock policy
(with information sharing) were compared using performance criteria such as order
amplification and inventory variances.
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Other techniques such as frequency response plot, white noise amplification, noise
bandwidth [58] and worst-case amplification were used to quantify the variability
in order and inventory. In recycle supply chains, the product recovery for re-
manufacturing has both environmental and commercial benefits. The impact of
remanufacturing rate and their lead times on inventory variance and the bullwhip
of the manufacturing system were investigated using a derived hybrid dynamic
model of a manufacturing-remanufacturing system [59]. Larger return rate of
used stock for remanufacturing reduces the inventory variances and bullwhip in
the manufacturing plants. The longer in-use time and large remanufacturing lead
time have less impact on inventory variance and bullwhip reduction in new prod-
uct production system. Prior researches conclude that bullwhip effect is inevitable
in the distribution system practicing order-upto-level policy. Other replenishment
policies are prone to bullwhip effect because of inaccurate demand forecasting,
lead time and inappropriate replenishment rule parameters.
2.3 Distribution System
Mathematical models of distribution system has helped various researchers to
study the dynamics of distribution logistics with a view to improve their per-
formance [60, 61]. The deviation in performance of production-distribution sys-
tem from optimal behavior is identified in the three-echelon Forrester production-
distribution system [47]. Five different approaches were proposed to improve the
behavior of the system. Decision policies related to replenishing product for in-
ventory allocation play a crucial role in the nature (aggressive or conservative) of
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distribution nodes. Hybrid dynamic simulation tools were developed to analyze the
impact of several heuristic decision-making policies (Make-to-stock, Make-to-order
and true-order policy) on the dynamic behavior of a supply chain system [62]. This
approach was extended to a single manufacturing site, multi-product processing
unit with the distribution network consisting of a warehouse, a distribution center
and a retailer with three different customers [63]. Several ordering policies were
analyzed to optimize the decision-making rules with respect to performance indices
like supply chain cost, customer satisfaction and demand amplification factor. A
proper replenishment rule that results in minimum bullwhip and inventory vari-
ance is identified by utilizing the analytical expression derived to quantify the bull-
whip and variance in inventory position [56]. A new replenishment rule called the
smoothing order policy was proposed to overcome the bullwhip effect by generat-
ing smooth order patterns. This was achieved by considering the error of inventory
at hand and on road separately rather than together. By applying linear control
theory, the stability and performance characteristics of inventory on-hand policy
and base-stock policy were studied [57]. Recycling the used product has both en-
vironmental and commercial benefits. Closed loop supply chain recycles the used
product to reuse purposes to reduce waste disposal, refabrication cost and time.
A hybrid dynamic model was developed for a manufacturing-remanufacturing sys-
tem to understand the benefits of the production rate of remanufacturing firm and
their positive influence on the manufacturing systems [59].
Another aspect of supply chain representation is surrogate models [64]. The sur-
rogate models are constructed from the real data (input and output) using least
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square support vector machine (LSSVM). Capturing even very complex input and
output relations by discriminating the true signal from the noisy data is a remark-
able property of this approach. The essential idea is to fit a single surface for
the whole solution space, and use this surface to perform optimization instead of
the simulation model. The complexity of the model and the convergence of the
process to a local or global optimum depend on the type of surrogate used. The
main challenge is in developing an accurate surrogate model that is adequate over
the complete design space. The useful insights about the global behavior of the
system and less computation burden are the highlight of using surrogate model.
2.3.1 Modeling & Control of the Distribution Node
The decentralized distribution node is represented using a discrete system based
on material and information balances. Chapter 3 contains the detailed repre-
sentation of distribution node model, which helps to analyze the stability and
performance of heuristic replenishment rules under batch replenishment [65] and
continuous replenishment strategy [18]. The derived model was utilized to ana-
lyze the performance of the distribution node under various conditions such as:
(a) infinite supply and high stock in the upstream and downstream nodes (b)
infinite supply and low stock in downstream node and (c) limited supply from
upstream nodes. The heuristic replenishment rules namely the order-upto-policy,
proportional-integral (PI) and cascade control were analyzed with respect to the
performance metrics of excess inventory, backorder, inventory discrepancy and de-
mand distortion. These studies revealed that the PI and cascade policies provides
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less backorder at the expense of holding higher excess inventory, whereas order-
upto-policy provides less excess inventory at the cost of high backorder. In batch
ordering strategy, bullwhip effect is inevitable for the standard heuristic order-
ing policies with demand forecaster. Irrespective of the demand forecaster, the
order-upto-policy produces stronger bullwhip effect due to large lead time under
continuous ordering conditions. For the distribution system facing a stochastic de-
mand pattern, the minimum variance control (MVC) strategy was derived for the
distribution system by characterizing the demand pattern [19]. The MVC strategy
was obtained with the objective of minimizing the errors between the predicted
inventory level in-hand and on-road and the desired targets. By characterizing
the downstream order as an ARIMA model, the MVC strategy uses the ARIMA
model information to predict the future inventory level at-hand and on-road and
act accordingly to reduce the errors in the inventory-at hand and on-road. The
performance of the distribution node was described as the function of backorder
and excess inventory with the bullwhip constraint. For both stationary and non-
stationary demand trends, the optimized performance of the MVC was found to
be superior to the optimized performance of the other existing schemes such as
order-upto policy, proportional-integral control and smoothing order policy with
bullwhip constraint.
2.3.2 Distribution Network
Recent research activities have focused on developing supply chain network mod-
els to simulate various strategies to attain better control of the network behavior
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through simulation based optimization techniques. Ko et al [66] developed a hy-
brid optimization based simulation model through genetic algorithm. This study
aims to achieve an efficient (dynamic) distribution network facing uncertainties in
demand, transportation and processing time. As a result of the dynamic environ-
ment, supply chains are operated using third-party logistics providers (3PLs) to
make a sequence of inter-related decisions over time. Decisions such as opening
or closing of facilities at various warehouses in the network, amount of material
flow from a client to a warehouse and to the market and capabilities of ware-
houses are made by the 3PLs. Braun et al [67] adopted the model predictive
control (MPC) technology to supply chain management. Their proposed strategy
performed reasonably well in tracking realistic demand despite of uncertainties in
production lead time and demand forecaster. The application of this strategy to a
three-echelon, six node system confirms low safety stock requirement compared to
other heuristics. This strategy handles the uncertainty in plant-model mismatch,
information sharing and constraints in an effective manner. The supply chain
system with large lead time requires both feedforward and feedback action for
better management. The combination of information sharing to provide feedfor-
ward action and move suppression to temper feedback action offers huge benefits
in reducing inventory levels, smoothing the order patterns and inventory fluctua-
tions to attain better customer satisfaction and enhanced performance. Rasku et
al [35] compared model reference control with model predictive control to investi-
gate their capability in minimizing variations in inventory level of the supply chain.
The penalization function defined in the MPC strategy causes difficulty in tuning
the penalization parameter to prevent excess orders. The tunable parameters were
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reduced by implementing a discrete filter to reduce the complexity of the cost (ob-
jective) function. The model reference control strategy performed better than the
model predictive control strategy. Seferlis et al [68] approached the supply chain
regulation problem for a multi-product, multi-echelon supply chain system using a
multivariable model predictive strategy with the principal objective of maximizing
the customer satisfaction at least operating cost. The performance of the system
is described by two linear terms to account for inventory and transportation costs
and two quadratic terms to penalize backorder and the changes in decision vari-
ables. The penalization for the change in decision variable is equivalent to the
rate of change in manipulated variables (replenishing orders) or move suppression
to prevent aggressive control action. The optimization resulted in the best values
of parameters characterizing the ordering policy. This strategy performed well for
the system with large lead time and stochastic demand variation.
In general, all replenishment rules have their own advantages and disadvantages
with respect to the business objective. Choosing the right replenishment rule with
appropriate parameters in relation to the demand pattern and business goals is a
challenging task for the overall network. The opportunity cost associated with the
mismatch between demand and supplies are huge (e.g Piramuthu [69]): Boeing’s
$2.6 billion loss due to two inefficient key suppliers, Ericsson’s loss of three market
share points against Nokia in 2000 due to supply disruptions in chips for new hand
sets and General Motors decrease in earning by $900 million due to short supply
of brakes.
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2.4 Performance Metrics and their Quantification
Performance measures quantify the effectiveness and efficiency of the processes.
In modern supply chains, the performance measure should reflect the success
and potential of the management strategies. It should contribute towards perfor-
mance enhancement by identifying opportunities for further improvement. From
the management perspective, performance measures provide necessary informa-
tion for decision makers and process managers to diagnose problems and to assist
the management in devising strategies through revision of supply chain goals, re-
engineering and better business logistics.
2.4.1 Performance Metrics
A performance metric is one which can be measured or estimated to quantify the
performance of the system of interest. A new systematic group of performance
metrics (other than supply chain cost) may be useful to quantify the performance
of the distribution unit and the overall network. Beamon [70] identified the per-
formance measures of the manufacturing supply chain system and listed various
performance metrics to characterize the production, distribution and inventory
systems. Identifying the key performance metrics of the distribution system is
tedious owing to the complex nature of the distribution network. In general, per-
formance metrics can be categorized into three groups involving resources, output
and flexibility [71]. Each group refers to different goals and therefore an effective
performance measure system should include at least one performance metric from
each category to attain strategic goals (Figure 2.2). The chosen metrics must also
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Figure 2.2: Performance Metrics
be compatible with the business objective. For the distribution network, the re-
sources category represents the supply chain cost (i.e. inventory cost, backorder
cost, transportation cost); the output represents the revenue, customer service
level, number of stock outs, etc. Flexibility category represents the flexibility in
managing inventory level, order quantity, transportation capacity and responsive-
ness of the inventory target in accordance with the uncertain demand.
The performance measures can also be categorized into qualitative and quantita-
tive metrics depending on their characteristics. A detailed review of qualitative
and quantitative performance metrics at various decision levels and parts of the
supply chain are discussed in detail by Gunasekaran et al [72]. Chan [73] character-
ized new performance metrics like visibility, trust, innovativeness and quantified
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the existing metrics like resource utilization and flexibility in several ways. Al-
though qualitative measures are the important characteristics of a supply chain,
it is more challenging to incorporate the qualitative measures into quantitative
models like supplier performance, information flow and risk management. Gu-
nasekaran et al [74] developed a framework for measuring the strategic, tactical,
and operational level of performance in a supply chain. This deals mainly with
supplier, delivery, customer service, inventory and logistics costs. Juran et al
[75] organized the measures to track the behaviour of the supply chain into two
categories as customer focused and company focused. Backorders, fill rates and
customer satisfaction are metrics chosen to focus on customers. The lead-time vari-
ability, compliance with production schedules and inventory levels are the metrics
addressing companies. Different level of assessment techniques (termed satellite
view, 30,000 foot view, 500 foot view and ground level view) were identified to
understand the supply network topology and details of the measures depending
on the complexity of the system.
The performance of the supply chain is also classified through the viewpoint as
external customers (effectiveness) and internal organization (efficiency). The ex-
ternal customer performance metrics are timeliness, accuracy and product quality.
The internal organization metrics are production cost, inventory cost and distri-
bution cost. Inadequate effectiveness and efficiency are associated with customer
dissatisfaction, loss of market share, deterioration in revenues, excessive produc-
tion, excessive investment in work-in-process and finished goods inventory and
deteriorating profitability.
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2.4.2 Performance Benchmarking
Performance assessment is the process of benchmarking the current performance of
the supply chain to a theoretically best or practically optimal supply chain system.
Benchmarking can also be defined as the process of identifying, understanding and
adapting outstanding practices from within the same organization or from others
to help improve performance. This involves the process of comparing practices
and procedures to those of the best and identifies ways in which an organization
can make improvements. Benchmarking methodology is a standard four phase im-
provement cycle represented as benchmarking wheel diagram comprising of plan,
do, check and act phases [76]. The Plan phase focuses on selecting the process for
benchmark study, do phase decides the benchmark partners and metrics to evalu-
ate existing performance. The Check phase identifies the gap between the existing
process with the benchmark process and partners. Finally, the act phase, will take
the responsibility for corrective action and implementation to gain performance
improvement. Lee et al [77] described the pitfalls and opportunities involved in
inventory management of supply chain system. The pitfalls are identified in the
area of information, operational and strategic issues & supply chain design. In-
consistent metrics, inappropriate definition of performance measures, inaccurate
system data and inefficient information sharing system are the pitfalls identified in
information area. The operational difficulties affecting the inventory management
include ignoring the impact of uncertainties, practicing simple stocking policy,
prioritizing the internal and external customers, poor coordination among supply
chain divisions and the mode of transportation. In strategic and design issues,
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inaccurate inventory cost assessment, organizational barrier between the entities,
process design for product production without considering the supply chain as-
pects, isolating supply chain design from operational design and incomplete focus
in supply chain were identified as the main causes affecting inventory management
in supply chain systems. The corresponding opportunities in the related areas are
discussed for performance improvement in inventory management. In the present
study proposed, efforts are taken to reduce the pitfalls in the area of information
and operational field.
Reconfiguring the supply chain network is also an opportunity for performance
benchmarking. Ross et al [78] adopted this methodology to reconfigure the supply
network by analyzing the performance data of the network through a case study.
First level approach corresponds to evaluating the current performance of the net-
work to identify efficient practices for enhanced performance. Next level tends to
incorporate efficient practices through reconfiguring the supply network for per-
formance improvement. In general the reconfiguration process is represented as
attaining the knowledge of the logistical supply-distribution process, understand-
ing performance evaluation procedure, awareness of the market trends, and their
strategies and expertise with quantitative and qualitative tools.
2.5 Product nature and supply chain type
The performance of supply chain system entails a trade-off between cost and ser-
vice. Customer order fill rates and response time are the typical metrics to measure
service, whereas cost is captured through metrics like investment, profit, and total
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assets. Managing the cost and service trade-off truly depends on the nature of the
demand faced and type of the products. According to Fisher [79], the mismatch
between the type of product and the type of supply chain is the root cause for
many supply chain problems.
Products are classified into two broad categories: functional and innovative types.
Functional products have relatively stable predictable demand and long life cycles.
It mainly satisfies the basic needs, for example, staples such as toothpaste that
people buy in a wide range of retail outlets. This stability invites competition,
often resulting in low profit margins. Many companies introduce innovations in
technology or in fashion to lure customers (e.g., toothpaste with tartar control) to
improve their profit margins. Although profit margins of innovative products are
higher, the short life cycles and the great variety of these products make demand
highly unpredictable. Fisher [79] asserts that innovative products require a fun-
damentally different supply chain design and management than stable low-margin
functional products. Hence, a physically efficient or lean supply chain is needed for
companies to focus on minimizing supply chain cost, as the demand for functional
products tends to be highly price sensitive. In addition, a market-responsive or
agile supply chain is required for innovative products since the uncertain market
demand increases the risk of shortages and excess supplies.
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2.6.1 Market Demand
High competition, product types and dynamic environment are the sources causing
uncertainty in the customer demand. From a statistical point of view, demand is
categorized as predictable and unpredictable demand [80]. Predictable demand is
relatively smooth and have repetitive fluctuation compared to unpredictable type
and can be analyzed using statistical methods. Predictable demand is further
separated into demand with and without trends. Simple (constant, step and pulse)
and known cyclic changes are the possible trends in predictable demand. Time
independent demand or time dependent demand are referred as demands without
trend. Time independent demand patterns are stochastic demand patterns also
called as unknown demand. Time dependent demands are those with seasonal
changes. An exactly known demand is deterministic. Demand with significant
amount of uncertainty and variation is probabilistic demand.
2.6.2 Relation between demand type and inventory requirement
For stationary demand, the variation in the demand volume (and hence standard
deviation) is small. Thus, the inventory requirement to handle demand fluctu-
ations is relatively low. The error in demand forecasting is less for stationary
demand pattern. For cyclic demand, the variation in the demand volume is quite
high. Usually, the inventory level takes a relatively longer time to respond to
the cyclic changes in customer order. The inventory swings and goes out-of-stock
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during the peak season (increase in cyclic demand) and create demand fulfillment
issues. Similarly, inventory accumulation during low demand season (decrease in
cyclic demand) causes excess inventory. For unknown demand, random fluctua-
tion in the demand volume has an advantage over cyclic type due to evening-out
possibility between high and low demand over a shorter period of time. The
standard deviation is bigger than that of stationary demand, but smaller than
the cyclic demand. With respect to inventory requirement, non-stationary or un-
known demand needs higher inventory than stationary demand to handle demand
uncertainty, faces less excess inventory and demand fulfillment issues compared to
the cyclic demand pattern.
2.6.3 Influence of shift in demand patterns
Depending on the product type and maturity, the demand can shift to any of
the trends. For example, a newly developed product has no existing demand
trend and remains as unknown demand. After becoming well-establishment in
the market, the demand shifts to stationary pattern. Depending on seasonality
behavior (climate/festival) of the product, the trend may change to cyclic pattern.
When demand changes from stationary to cyclic demand, the inventory of the
product begins to pile up when demand shifts to low demand period of the cyclic
pattern or backorder begins to build up when demand shifts to high demand period
of the cyclic pattern. The impact of demand changes from cyclic to stationary
demand is vice-versa. When demand changes between stationary and unknown
demand, a similar thing happens. But since the high and low demand values of
the unknown demand have a better chance of evening-out over a shorter period
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compared to the cyclic demand, the inventory pile up or backorder build up at the
demand changing point will be less serious compared to what will happen when
demand changes from stationary to cyclic. Demand change between unknown to
cyclic demand will be the hardest to cope with among all pairs of changes. These
two demand patterns are both involved with high degree of uncertainty and hence
changes from one to the other normally leads to significant deterioration in supply
chain performance.
2.6.4 Demand Forecasting
Demand forecasting is an essential component in all entities of the supply chain
system. Visibility and variability (the primary indicators) of the demand must
be known in order to manage the supply chain effectively. Demand forecasting
in a conservative manner results in lost of sales and perhaps lost market share,
whereas optimistic forecasting may tie up capacity and result in excess inventory
that has to be sold or returned-off at a loss [81]. Demand forecasts are required at
all time steps for purchase, production and inventory management. The forecasted
information is used to plan inventory allocation in accordance with the forecasted
demand. The more accurate the demand forecaster is, the less is the resources
required to attain desired performance target. Accurate forecasts are difficult to
attain and forecasts always involve an element of uncertainty. The challenge is to
create an accurate forecast method or to manage the uncertainty in the forecaster.
The area of Operations research (OR) has made many substantial contributions
to practical forecasting in organizations [82]. OR researchers are interested in the
application of operations and marketing focusing inventory management, effects
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of sharing forecast information across the supply chain sharing, and customer
relationship management.
Forecasting is classified into qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative
methods utilize the experience and knowledge embedded within individuals in the
organization and quantitative methods include time-series and causal methods.
Time-series methods predict the future demand on the basis of the past behavior
of the demand over a period of time. Causal model predicts the future demand
on the basis of known and quantifiable factors that affect the demand [83]. Com-
pared to other approaches, the time-series concept is more efficient - it has greatest
benefit to identify the real changes in demand, demand trends, leveling out the
random variation in demand and provides an opportunity to automate forecast.
Simple statistical rules and time-series models are also used to filter out erroneous
data points, to determine baseline sales and promotional lift. The moving aver-
age forecast is derived by averaging a selected number of past periods demand.
The number of periods determines the effectiveness in filtering out the random
fluctuations and also accounts for its sensitivity to rapid demand. The exponen-
tial smoothing forecast is derived by giving more weight to more recent data and
increasingly less weight to older data. It uses all available historical data. The
smoothing constant α determines the responsiveness of the method to changes.
Exponential smoothing works best when demand fluctuates randomly around an
average, or when changes in demand happen [58]. When demand follows a strong
trend, the smoothed trends always lag after the demand. Forecast can be improved
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by considering the trend proactively to include trend corrections to forecast sev-
eral periods forward. The seasonal variation in demand is accounted by a seasonal
index to express the degree of seasonal variation in demand. Thus, time-series
approaches can simultaneously include the effect of trend, seasonality etc.
2.6.5 Responsiveness
Forecasting is not an isolated problem; it is tightly linked with the replenishment
and production planning processes in the supply chain. Increased supply chain
responsiveness in inventory allocation, product replenishment and manufacturing
may reduce the reliance on the forecasted demand information and remain robust
against uncertain demand. In the distribution system, the desired inventory target
is made responsive by allocating the inventory based on the predicted demand. The
responsiveness factor should reflect minimum excess inventory and backorder.
2.7 Supply Chain Diagnosis
Diagnosis is a preliminary technique to understand the divergence of system behav-
ior away from the targeted business objectives. Being aware of variation in system
behavior and pin-pointing the sources that cause these variation is a crucial feature
of the diagnosis process. A perfect diagnostic method would accurately identify
the bottlenecks or problematic sources from past history and actions (time-series
data). In supply chains, the sources of cyclic disturbances were first investigated
by Forrester [46]. Decision structures such as inventory control policies and pro-
duction planning are the sources found to cause rogue seasonality. Rogue distur-
bances can arise due to exogenous (e.g. market demand) and/or endogenous (e.g.
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inappropriate internal strategies) reasons.
Lee et al [77] identified pitfalls in supply chains, in the information, operational and
strategic domain and discussed the opportunities for performance improvement in
managing supply chain inventories. Some recent efforts have focused on signal pro-
cessing techniques such as spectral principal components analysis for identifying
problems (e.g. rogue oscillations) in supply chains. Naim and co-workers [84, 85]
have suggested various techniques to identify the root cause of rogue disturbances
in supply chains. The application of spectral principal component analysis (SPCA)
to detect rogue disturbances in a supply chain comprised of four autonomous steel
making facilities has been described [86–88]. In addition, Naim and Thornhill [89]
studied the robustness of the spectral PCA method to detect and diagnose the
rogue disturbances in automatic pipeline, inventory and order based production
control system (APIOBPCS) using time-series data. Identifying the root cause of
the rogue disturbance from analysis of the power spectrum was a crucial step in
diagnosis.
A systematic diagnostic approach (Quick Scan approach) has been proposed by
Naim et al. [85]. This approach collects and synthesizes the qualitative and quanti-
tative information of the supply chain system. The synthesized information is used
to advice the supply chain entities about the direction and magnitude of changes
required in their operations so that performance improvement can be achieved.
The application of this diagnostic methodology for twenty European automotive
supply chains shows that 10% of automotive supply chains are performing close
to the supply chain goal, 30% of supply chain exhibits good practice and the rest
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are struggling to implement lean production techniques.
2.8 Optimization Methodology
Various optimization techniques have been employed to make structural and/or
parametric decisions (i.e., to determine the best strategies and the parameters
associated with the strategies) concerning the design and operation of a supply
chain. In these efforts, both deterministic and stochastic optimization techniques
have been extensively used in conjunction with mathematical models of supply
chains to optimize supply chain performance. There have been several other appli-
cations of advanced optimization techniques (MILP and MINLP) to supply chain
optimization [23, 26, 90, 91]. Simulation-based optimization is an active area
in the field of stochastic optimization, especially to address optimization under
uncertainty [92].
Compared to metaheuristics based optimization techniques, evolutionary algo-
rithms are frequently employed. The main advantage of evolutionary algorithms
is their ability to explore larger area of solution space with smaller number of
function evaluations. Among evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms (GA)
are more efficient with respect to solution accuracy and computation effort [93].
GA is inspired by the evolutionary mechanisms evidenced in biological systems,
and belongs to the family of nongradient optimization algorithms. Simulation-
based optimization strategies employing GA were practiced by Cannavo et al [94],
Chan et al [14], Ko et al [66] and Mele et al [23] to achieve efficient dynamic distri-
bution networks. The optimized decisions determined by the GA based approach
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resulted in improved performance of the supply chain as compared to heuristics
based approaches. Simulation-based optimization strategies using GA have con-
sistently proved their utility in the domain of supply chain optimization.
Chan et al [14] used GA to formulate optimal mixed-policy algorithm to mini-
mize the overall cost of a supply chain system. The optimal mixed replenishment
rule combination were chosen from the defined set which includes (s,S), (s,Q) and
order-to-S and order-to-Q. In (s,S) policy, the inventory is reviewed continuously.
When the inventory is less than s (reorder point), order is placed to bring the stock
to the desired level (S). The (s,Q) policy is similar to (s,S) policy, but the order
quantity (Q) for replenishment is fixed. In order-to-S policy, inventory is reviewed
periodically and order is placed to attain desired level (S), order-to-Q is similar
to order to S policy with the only, difference being that the order quantity (Q)
is fixed. A simulation-based optimization strategy using genetic algorithm was
proposed to overcome the difficulties of large-scale mixed integer nonlinear prob-
lem (MINLP) for centralized control of the overall network [23]. An agent based
model was developed to simulate the overall supply chain system. Methodologies
were proposed to optimize the parameters of the internal strategies (review period
and desired inventory set point of the order-upto-policy) of all the nodes of the
system under specified demand to minimize the supply chain cost or to maximize
the revenue. The attempt of the above method is restricted to order-upto-policy
and does not consider bullwhip constraints. Angerhofer et al [95] highlighted the
importance of building theory (to provide better insights of a supply chain system)
and improved system modeling. Key research areas like inventory management,
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demand amplification, supply chain re-engineering; supply chain design and inter-
national SCM were identified and discussed with the applicable techniques such
as casual loop diagramming, continuous time simulation, discrete simulation and
OR techniques.
Real world supply chains have multiple and possibly conflicting objectives. If the
relative importance of the objectives is known, the problem may be posed and
solved as a single objective problem. Also, one could resort to hierarchical opti-
mization strategy wherein the objectives are prioritized and the problem is solved
in sequence [91]. Bhagwat et al [96] employed analytic hierarchy process (AHP) in
supply chains to prioritize the performance measures by means of balanced score-
card (BSC). Financial, customer, internal businesses, innovation and learning are
the various perspectives considered in the BSC. In this, supply chain problems are
decomposed and structured as a hierarchy. Each level is broken down into different
decision levels or sub-criteria. Series of pair-wise comparisons and scaling at each
level help the decision makers to express the relative strength or intensity of each
measure in the hierarchy. While these methods work well, they may not provide
the complete picture on the nature of tradeoffs encountered in the supply chain
system when the importance of individual objectives is not well-known or if the
priorities change for the system. In such situations, multiobjective optimization
techniques that generate Pareto optimal solutions (a set of solutions that are op-
timal in a broader sense) are preferred. Various multiobjective optimization algo-
rithms, such as Four-Stage Multicriteria Optimization [97], Nondominated Sorting
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Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II), Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approx-
imation (SPSA), Multi-objective Simulated Annealing (MOSA), Multi-objective
Ant Colony and hybrids of these methods with other local optimizers have been
developed by researchers and made available in the public domain. Each algorithm
has its own benefits and limitations, either in rate of convergence, the solution ac-
curacy, or its spread. A superior optimization algorithm may be necessary when
dealing with large supply chain networks to gain better solution accuracy and
fast convergence. A well-known tool for optimizing multiobjective problems is the
NSGA which works repeatedly (until some terminating criterion is satisfied) on
a population of individuals (generated and propagated using principles of evolu-
tion), each representing a possible solution to the problem [98]. Multiple (Pareto
optimal) solutions provide the flexibility needed for decision making for real life
complex problems. An optimal solution from the Pareto set is identified using
the LP norm method which uses the minimum distance from ideal solution (i.e.,
utopia point; Eschenauer et al [97]). The geometric relationships between the ob-
jectives can be exploited to determine the location of the utopia point based on
the colinearity theorem [99]. Taboada et al [100] introduced pseudoranking and
data clustering methods to achieve a smaller “pruned Pareto set”. In the pseudo-
ranking method, the objective functions are prioritized or ranked non-numerically.
With the randomly assigned weights, the weighted sums of Pareto optimal set are
combined into a single composite function. The process is repeated over a range
of weights assigned by the decision makers to attain the best combined objective
function and the weights. In the data clustering techniques, the solutions are clus-
tered into k-general solutions using a k-means cluster algorithm. Members in each
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cluster are similar to one another and are represented by their “representative”
member.
Having gained an introduction to various aspects and features of the supply chain,
we will more to looking at the mathematical models describing supply chian enti-




Advances in computation and modeling have encouraged supply chain practition-
ers to develop supply chain models to understand and predict its behavior under
various input (material supply and demand) scenarios [32, 95, 101]. With the help
of modeling, simulation and control theory, supply chain practitioners extended
the mathematical model of a single node to that of a overall network to investigate
the influence of individual entities and their interactions on the overall network
behavior [18, 26, 62]. Later on, optimization methods started playing a significant
role in optimizing the overall network performance with reference to the future
forecasted demand [23, 90]. Real world supply chains have benefited a lot by
implementing the “optimal decisions” suggested by the optimization algorithms.
This Chapter will elaborate the modeling aspects of decentralized distribution sys-
tem to understand the dynamic behavior and the influence of internal (control)
strategies or decisions on the decentralized distribution network performance.
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3.1 Material and Information Balances
The dynamic behaviour of the distribution nodes is modeled using material and
information balances (see Figure 3.1 for the schematic representation of a multi-
echelon network). The discrete model proposed by Lin et al [18] is adapted to
model the multi-product, multi-echelon distribution network (retailers and distri-
bution centers) and is described here.
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the decentralized distribution system
The main objective of the retailer node ‘i’ is to organize its inventory position
IPi,p(t) of product ‘p’ (p={A,B,C...I}) at discrete time t, at the desired target level
(Figure 3.2). For node ‘i’, let Ygi,p(t) denote the material flow from its supplier ‘g’
and Yij,p(t) denote the material flow from node ‘i’ to a downstream node ‘j’. The
inventory position at time t depends on the inventory position at time t-1, the
materials received and the materials dispatched from node ‘i’ (equation 3.1). The
inventory position IPi,p(t) is also the sum of the inventory at-hand IHi,p(t) and the
inventory on-road IRi,p(t) (equation 3.2) of that particular product ‘p’. Inventory
on-road IRi,p(t) is the sum of orders that have been dispatched by the supplier, but
has not been received by the distributor node due to the lead time equivalent to
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Li,p time samples. The lead time (Li,p) is the time taken by the supplier to satisfy
the orders placed by the downstream nodes. It includes the time taken by the
retailer node to place the order, the time taken by the supplier to process the order
and the product transportation time. The order is assumed to be communicated
instantaneously using advanced information technologies. Therefore, the lead time
mainly corresponds to the time taken by the supplier to process the downstream
order and the transportation time. The lead time depends on the geographical
location of the supplier and customer, modes of transportation available, and
the product availability. The lead time information can be obtained from the
authorities of the distribution node or estimated from time-series data gathered
from the supply chain. Note that, in this work, we consider the lead times to be
fixed and unchanging over the time horizon of interest.
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the internal strategy of a distribution
node
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Based on the above description, the following equations can be written for the
retailer node ‘i’:




IPi,p(t) = IHi,p(t) + IRi,p(t) (3.2)











The dynamics of the inventory at-hand is similar to that of the inventory position
with the only change being that the material dispatched by the supplier at time
t-Li,p is used in the RHS of the material balance (equation 3.4).



























Equation 3.7 notes that the inventory on-road at time t is the sum of the orders
that shipped by supplier during the past Li,p time periods (but not received at node
‘i’ at time t due to the transportation delay). Ygi,p(k) is the material shipped by
the supplier at time k against an order placed by the node ‘i’ Uig,p(k).
In general, the decentralized node prefers to become more responsive to the market
demand by maintaining a flexible inventory position to minimize inventory holding
cost, excess inventory and backorder cost. The flexibility in inventory position is
achieved by setting desired inventory position target SIPi,p(t) in response to the
forecasted demand for Li,p time periods (equation 3.8). Equation 3.8 indicates
that the optimum desired inventory target is equal to the responsiveness factor
(i.e. Li,p+2) times the forecasted demand (i.e. the forecasted demand for Li,p + 2
time periods). Li,p represents the lead time faced due to transportation time
and the extra two discrete time periods signify the time taken by the supplier to
process the order and for the distributor ‘i’ to update the material ‘p’ received.
With accurate estimation of Li,p, it is possible to obtain appropriate set points that
are responsive to the demand. It is to be noted that the proper estimation of the
lead time is an important factor in improving distribution network performance.
In contrast, some distribution nodes still practice their inventory allocation with
respect to constant inventory target (equation 3.9). This approach will suit for
stationary demand with less variance and the simplicity will make replenishment
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operation easier. In this work, exponential forecaster with α = 0.111 (equation
3.10) will be used in all distribution nodes practicing responsive strategy to forecast
the downstream demand as suggested in the literature [19].
SIPi,p(z















with dj,p representing the actual demand of product ‘p’ at downstream node ‘j’.
The rate at which downstream orders are satisfied by node ‘i’ depends on the
inventory level of ‘p’ at-hand. Whenever inventory at-hand is high, the distri-
bution node can satisfy all downstream customer orders (mi,p = 1); when it has
limited inventory, the distributor has a policy of satisfying equal proportion of all









The distribution network will be subjected to different patterns of market demand
to demonstrate the workability of our performance improvement methodology.
Consistent with the market demand dj,p indicated for any product from customer
j to retailer i, we can represent the demand for product ‘p’ using equation 3.12
(for stationary stochastic demand) and equation 3.13 (for nonstationary stochastic
demand) in the z-domain. In both cases, the demand patterns are generated by a
white noise sequence ξj,p(z
−1) with zero-mean and unit variance passing through
suitable filters.











The large lead times in distribution systems make it necessary to manage inven-
tory position at the various distribution nodes so as to maintain the distribution
system performance and stability. For large lead-time systems, managing inven-
tory position at all the distribution nodes is regarded as the key to distribution
system performance and stability. In most situations, order-upto-policy (equation
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3.14) is used as the replenishment strategy to manage inventory position in the
distribution system. The order-upto-policy that manages inventory at-hand (in-
stead of inventory position) is a subset of above case when the lead time tends to
zero.
Uig,p(t) = Ki,p(SIPi,p(t)− IPi,p(t)) (3.14)
where SIPi,p(t) is given by equation 3.8, Ki,p is the replenishment parameter for
the product ‘p’ at the retailer node ‘i’ which is unity in order-upto-policy.
Other replenishment rules such as the Proportional-Integral (PI) policy can also be
practiced. The PI policy (equation 3.15) utilizes the present and past discrepancies
in inventory position with varying weights to compute the control action, i.e. order
placed to the upstream node. The proportional-integral replenishment rule has
two parameters (proportional gain, K and integral time, τ) which can be tuned to
enhance the performance and/or to dampen the bullwhip effect. The order-upto-











−1) = SIPi,p(z−1) - IPi,p(z−1).
Dejonckheere e t al [56] proposed the smoothing ordering policy (SOP1) (equations
3.16 to 3.18) to generate smooth order patterns that dampen the bullwhip effect.
This replenishment rule considers the discrepancies in inventory at-hand and on-
road separately with different weights (denoted as “bi” and “ci” in equation 3.16).
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This policy is more responsive in managing the inventory position for products
with seasonal demand by assigning varying importance to the inventory at-hand




U¯ji,p(t) + bi,peH,i,p(t) + ci,peR,i,p(t) (3.16)








One can also implement a variant of SOP1 denoted as the smoothing order policy-
2 (SOP2) replenishment rule. In this policy (equation 3.19), the replenishment
quantity is taken to be the weighted sum of inventory on-hand and at-road dis-
crepancies. The advantage of SOP2 over SOP1 is that it can handle different
demand trends well to suppress the bullwhip effect through the use of appropriate
tuning parameters.
Uig,p(t) = bi,peH,i,p(t) + ci,peR,i,p(t) (3.19)
In general, all replenishment rules have their own advantages and disadvantages
with respect to the objective of minimizing (a) excess inventory (b) backorder (c)
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total distribution system cost and (d) maximizing the customer satisfaction with
respect to the type of the system and the demand pattern experienced by them.
Identifying right replenishment rule with appropriate parameters in relation to
the demand pattern and business goals is a challenging task. Practicing an inap-
propriate replenishment rule and parameters will lead to source chaotic behavior
which results in performance deterioration at each component of the network and
consequently for the overall network [102].
3.4 Performance Indicators
As indicated in section 2.4.1, the performance of a supply chain can be judged by
measuring or examining suitable indicators. Choosing the right performance indi-
cator or a combination of performance indicators depends on the characteristics of
the supply chain system and the included business goals. For a distribution net-
work, the resource indicators represent the supply chain costs like excess inventory
cost (equation 3.20), backorder cost (equation 3.21) and transportation cost.
The responsive distribution network represents flexibility in stocking the inven-
tory, order quantity and transportation capacity. Flexibility of the above defined
indicators is the key to minimize excess inventory and backorder under uncertain
demand situation. Excess inventory (EI) is the indicative of cost incurred due to
stocking more goods than the desired level. Backorder (BO) is the cost incurred
by the distribution node due to unsatisfied customer orders. The output indi-
cators represent the outcome of the distribution node like customer satisfaction
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and probability (or number) of stock outs. Customer satisfaction (CS) is the per-
centage of downstream orders satisfied by the distribution node (equation 3.22).
Probability of stock out is computed as the ratio of number of times the inventory



























As mentioned earlier, bullwhip effect (BW) is a crucial measure which accounts
for the amplification in demand information in the distribution system because
of inefficient internal strategies practiced at the distribution nodes and lack of
co-ordination between distribution entities. The bullwhip effect (BW) has been
shown to occur inevitably in systems practicing order-upto-policy [53]. Small per-
turbations in the customer demand of downstream units cause large perturbations
of the orders to upstream units. The upstream node are thus unable to visualize
the true market demand due to demand distortion and manifests itself as large
swings in inventory level - huge buildup in inventory (excess inventory) followed
by accumulation of backorder (stock outs). The interaction among distribution
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nodes generating bullwhip effect produces stronger information distortion. The
magnitude of demand distortion is multiplicative at each stage of the distribution
system [103]. Mathematically, bullwhip is quantified as the ratio of variance in
outgoing order to the supplier to the variance in incoming order from the down-
stream nodes [19] (equations 3.23 and 3.24). Bullwhip has also been computed as
the average distortion obtained at each time period [90], (equation 3.25). The dis-
tribution network considered in our case study is subjected to stochastic demand
trends - therefore, equations 3.23 and 3.24 will be utilized to quantify bullwhip for




















(for non-stationary stochastic demand) (3.24)















Performance Assessment Framework for
Decentralized Distribution Network
Systems
A well-coordinated supply chain is characterized by a harmonious balance be-
tween inbound logistics, production scheduling and product distribution. In multi-
echelon decentralized supply chains, distribution logistics play a leading part in
helping a supply chain gain advantage over competitors. Besides the uncertain
consumer demand, the non-optimal internal strategy practiced by the distribution
nodes is a major problem that a supply chain must contend with. This chapter
is focused on developing performance enhancement framework for decentralized
distribution network leveraging well established product and facing insignificant
competitions. The performance of a distribution network that is controlled in a
decentralized manner can be improved by reorganizing the operational aspects of
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the problematic nodes in the network. Our work is focused on (i) using time series
obtained from an existing distribution system to determine the bottlenecks (poorly
performing nodes) and (ii) suggesting performance improvement measures, such
as retuning the reordering parameters or (iii) changing the ordering policy itself.
Simulation-based optimization of the decentralized distribution network model is
used to achieve these objectives and compute benchmark performance standards.
Part of this chapter has been published as “T. Sundar Raj and S. Lakshminarayanan. Per-





A supply chain system is a well-balanced dynamics of material, information, and
cash flows between raw material suppliers and market customers through the or-
ganizational barriers of inbound logistics, production plants, and multi-echelon
distribution network. Distribution logistics maintains inventory as a buffer at all
distribution nodes to achieve the desired customer service level and handle sudden
fluctuations in the market demand. It is rather well-known that entities at differ-
ent levels in the supply chain (suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, and customers)
often have an inaccurate understanding of the real demand. While each unit has
control over only a part of the supply chain, each unit can impact the entire sup-
ply chain by ordering too much or too little. Therefore, each entity is influenced
by decisions that others are making. The lack of coordination between different
supply-chain levels, that is further accentuated by the ability to influence others
(while being influenced by others), leads to the bullwhip effect. Poor demand
forecasting, as well as delays in procurement, production, and communication, are
some factors that can lead to the bullwhip effect.
The bullwhip effect can also be attributed to the decentralized nature (separate
ownership of different entities) of the supply chain. Each level of such a multilevel
supply chain attempts to maximize its profitability at the expense of decreased
overall profitability of the supply chain. Lee et al [48] outlined several measures
to overcome or reduce the bullwhip effect. In addition to their recommendations,
appropriate replenishment strategies and optimal values for the parameters in
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the replenishment policies must be used by each of the distribution nodes if the
supply chain is to be free of inefficiencies such as stock outs, excess inventories
and undesirable/excessive oscillations. Overly aggressive or cautious parameter
values can affect the performance of the individual node, as well as undermine the
performance of the entire distribution network. The influence of the replenishment
rule parameters on the bullwhip has been demonstrated [18]. This observation
motivates the development of a methodology that can detect the rogue nodes
in the network, rectify their performance, and bring benefits to the entire supply
chain. While several research articles address the issues of control and optimization
of distribution network, works relating to the identification of the nuisance nodes,
followed by amelioration of their performance, are relatively few. This work intends
to provide one possible approach in this direction.
4.2 Motivation of this study
Supply chains facing insignificant competitors would prefer to operate the network
at the ultimate potential or capability so as to reduce the investment made on
the supply chain. Investment made on supply chain has a strong relationship to
the supply chain outcome (customer satisfaction, profit or return on investment)
until it hits a saturation point. We would like to optimize the quantity of excess
inventory and backorder to reduce the investment made on finished product at
the distribution network and the unsatisfied customers. The distribution network
considered in this study is operated in decentralized fashion; each node has no clue
about the operations carried out by their interacting nodes (immediate suppliers
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and customers). Decentralized operation and limited information disturbs the
synchronization between the nodes in the network and causing adverse effects
to the overall network behavior and performance. Distributor nodes performing
aggressively and/or conservatively are the main sources cause adverse effects. In
this work, we have taken the role of third-party supply chain consultant to identify
the distribution nodes causing adverse effects to the overall network and try to
resolve them in a stagewise manner by modifying their tactical decisions. Our goal
is to improve the performance of the network with limited changes in the internal
strategy. The final outcome is right tactical decisions for all distribution nodes
in the network subjective to the forecasted demand for the forthcoming planning
horizon.
4.3 Objectives
(1) Optimize the excess inventory and backorder in the overall network.
(2) Ensure that no distribution node causes uncertainty in the demand information
flow in the network.
(3) Resolve only the crucial bottlenecks which are very sensitive to improve overall
network performance.
(4) Suggest right decisions which are easy to implement in the existing distribution
nodes.
4.4 Proposed Methodology
In a decentralized network, bullwhip (BW) is the dominant performance indicator
to identify aggressive node(s) causing adverse effects on the network. It is also the
measure to provide equal benefits to other nodes in the network by dampening the
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effects of aggressive nodes. Backorder (BOi) is the next important measure that is
related to the supply chain cost and customer service level (where the unsatisfied
customers may tend to impact the sales of the product). Excess inventory (EIi)
is the measure of excess resources (inventory) stocked as compared to the desired
level. Holding excess inventory than required will increase the supply chain cost
through added inventory holding cost. The natural tendency to reduce excess
inventory cost is to sell the product more quickly by reducing the price. Novice
entrepreneurs will react over cautiously to excess inventory while placing future
orders. This leads to possible inventory shortage and continuing costly cycle errors.
Customer service level is the informative measure which shows the organization
flexibility (inventory position) towards the market demand.
The localized performance of the individual distribution node(s) is not strongly
correlated to the overall network performance due to complex interactions among
the nodes. The localized optimum performance of all individual nodes does not
necessarily lead to optimum network performance due to inappropriate coordina-
tion between the individual nodes. Therefore optimum overall network perfor-
mance can be obtained by optimizing all the individual nodes to an extent of
synchronization to eliminate adverse effect (bullwhip) in the distribution network.
The proposed performance assessment framework for a decentralized distribution
network is based on a portfolio aspect of performance measures following an order
of importance relevant to the type of supply chain system (as shown in figure 4.1).
It starts with identifying the performance indicators reflecting the strategic goals
(objectives) of the supply chain system. The key metrics (inventory, downstream
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Figure 4.1: Performance Assessment Framework
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order faced and order placed upstream) are distinguished to estimate the perfor-
mance measures (excess inventory, backorder and bullwhip) of the existing system.
The performance assessment framework is implemented in stages to attain the en-
hanced performance. It requires the knowledge of network topology and internal
strategies of all network nodes. Each node has its own strategies for demand
forecasting, replenishment, order fulfillment and lead time. Usually these parame-
ters are collected from supply chain managers or evaluated from time-series data.
With the knowledge of the existing distribution network performance measures,
the proposed framework starts by troubleshooting the inefficient (aggressive, weak
and conflict) nodes that cause performance deterioration in the network. The ag-
gressive node is one which optimizes the performance locally without considering
the adverse bullwhip effects (BW>1) caused to the network by demand distor-
tion. The weak node is one which replenishes less product than the required level
(BW<<1) because of inappropriate replenishment rule and non-optimum parame-
ters and causes poor performance and service level. The nodes that are not capable
of restricting the bullwhip effect due to inappropriate replenishment rule structure
(traditional order-upto-policy) are referred to as conflicting nodes.
At first, aggressive nodes are taken into consideration for performance improve-
ment. The replenishment parameters of aggressive nodes are retuned to dampen
the bullwhip effect. In the second stage, replenishment parameters of the weak
nodes (having higher backorder and excess inventory) are retuned to enhance their
performance. In the first and second stages of performance improvement, the re-
plenishment rule structures and internal strategies of the aggressive and weak
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nodes are retained while retuning the replenishment rule parameters through sim-
ulation based optimization technique. The conflicting nodes are optimized by
changing replenishment rules to Proportional-Integral policy. In all improvement
stages, bullwhip is considered as a dominant constraint to facilitate equal advan-
tage to all the nodes by dampening adverse effects caused to the network. The
ultimate performance obtained from this framework is closer to the performance
benchmark which is the optimum performance obtained using the similar type
of replenishment rule in all the nodes of the network while respecting the bull-
whip constraint. Industrial heuristics is restricted to proportional-integral policy,
SOP1 and SOP2. The proposed framework has little implementation difficulty in
achieving enhanced performance closer to the performance benchmark.
4.5 Problem Description
In this section, a decentralized distribution network with fixed architecture, con-
nectivity, and location among the distribution nodes is considered for performance
improvement. To be realistic, a multi-product multi-echelon decentralized supply
chain studied by Perea-Lopez et al [26] (excluding plant details) will be used to
illustrate the ideas. The distribution network (shown in figure 4.2) consists of ten
retailers (i ∈ R1 to R10), four distribution centers (g ∈ DC1 to DC4) and man-
ages nine different products with warehouse (W)-manufacturing facility (P) for
each product. We seek to enhance the performance of this multi-product multi-
echelon distribution network by analyzing the network data followed by multistage
optimization that is implemented in stages. This demand driven system is fully
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the Decentralized Distribution System
decentralized in which all distribution nodes belong to different companies. Each
distribution unit prefers to adopt its own internal strategy to optimize local per-
formance without considering the adverse bullwhip effects caused to the other
parts of the network or the overall network performance. The internal strategy
practiced by the distribution nodes of the existing network are given in Table: 4.1.
Explanations for the terms used under “Internal Strategy” and “Replenishment
Policy” in Table: 4.1 will be provided in detail in the following section.
The internal strategies of the distribution nodes differ depending upon the indi-
vidual decisions made to manage the inventory level at a constant target value or
made responsive to the uncertain demand. Dejonckheere et al [56] and Lin et al
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Table 4.1: Internal Strategies of the Distribution Nodes
Distributor Node Internal Strategy Replenishment Policy
R1, R2, R3 Responsive PI
R4,R5 Non-Responsive PI
R6, R7, R8 Non-Responsive Order-upto-policy





[18] described the responsive inventory target to manage inventory in accordance
with the uncertain demand pattern to provide reliable customer satisfaction with
less backorder and minimal excess inventory. The well-balanced relation between
flow entities of the distribution node is described using information and material
balance relations on a discrete-time basis by Lin et al [18]. The model equations
of the distribution network are described elaborately in Chapter 3.
The flexibility in inventory position is obtained by setting desired inventory po-
sition target SIP(t) in response to the forecasted demand (responsive strategy).
Such a policy is practiced by several retailer nodes and distribution centers in our
example. In contrast, retailers R4 to R8 adopted constant inventory position as
the desired target. The exponential forecaster with α = 0.111 was used in all dis-
tribution nodes to forecast the downstream demand as suggested in the literature
[18].
The rate at which downstream orders satisfied depends on availability of inventory
level at-hand. We consider two cases of downstream order processing methods.
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Case (1): supplier maintains high inventory (IHi,p) and is capable of satisfying all
downstream customer orders (dj,p). This situation can be modeled by Equation
4.1. Case (2) supplier maintains limited inventory, and therefore equal proportion
(0 ≤ mi,p ≤ 1) of all downstream orders are satisfied with respect to the inventory
at-hand (equation 4.2).
Yij,p = z








As expressed in section 3.2 of chapter 3, we will consider two demand patterns
namely stationary stochastic demand and nonstationary stochastic demand as
represented by equations 3.12 and 3.13 respectively.
4.5.2 Performance Indicators
A performance indicator is a measurable entity that quantifies the performance of
the supply chain. Choosing the right performance indicator or a combination of
performance indicators depends on the characteristics of the supply chain system.
The performance measure chosen must reflect the behavior of the distribution
node in relation to the business goals. Business goals may be customer focused,
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company focused or a combination of the two [75]. In customer focused strat-
egy, the downstream customer satisfaction is the dominant concern as compared
to other objectives like supply chain cost (excess inventory and backorder). This
kind of approach is often practiced for newly developed products so as to establish
them in the market. Company focused (cost effective) strategy is practiced in
supply chains facing insignificant competition, where cost minimization has more
pronounced effect than order fill rate. This approach is suitable for well estab-
lished products and for products having high depreciation and inventory holding
cost. Tradeoff strategies may also be practiced in supply chains. We choose to
minimize the distribution system cost such as excess inventory and backorder in
our illustrative case study.
4.5.3 Performance index of the Distribution node and network
The performance index of the distribution unit ‘i’ for product ‘p’ (ψi,p) (equation
4.3) is represented as the weighted combination of excess inventory and backorder
with the bullwhip constraint. Minimizing the performance index is the ultimate
goal to minimize the distribution system cost (or maximizing the revenue). The
weight parameter (φi,p) depends on the relative importance of the performance
indicators and the objective of the distribution network. The objective varies with
the establishment of product at the market. For a newly developed product, im-
portance is given (to minimize the backorder) to increase the sales by establishing
the product at the expense of maintaining more inventory. For a well established




ψi,p = φi,pEI i,p + (1− φi,p)BOi,p with BWi,p ≤ 1 (4.3)
The above definition is extended to the overall network performance index (ψN)






















(1− φg,p)BOg,p ∀i, g, p (4.4)
4.6 Solution Approach
The information available about the distribution networks for performance enrich-
ment are : (1) the description of the customer’s and their product’s, customer’s
connectivity to retailers, retailer’s connectivity to distribution centers and the re-
lation between distribution centers and production plants, (2) internal strategies
practiced by the distribution nodes consisting of desired inventory target, replen-
ishment rule and the parameters, (3) the time-series data of inventory at-hand
(IHi), demand faced (Uji), demand satisfied (Yjk), order placed (Uig) and order
satisfied (Yij) from all the nodes in the network. Inventory at-hand (IHi) and
demand data (Uji) were utilized for excess inventory (EIi) and backorder (BOi)
calculations. Inventory at-hand (IHi), demand satisfied (Yjk) and order satisfied
(Yij) data were utilized to derive true lead time faced by the node. Information
of the true lead time is important to set the desired set point (responsive) that is
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commensurate with the demand.
4.6.1 Identification of inefficient distribution nodes
The troubleshooting approach necessitates the identification of inefficient nodes
from time-series data of the network. Identification of the inefficient (aggressive,
weak and conflict) nodes is important for performance assessment and enhance-
ment of the network. The real performance of the existing network can be ob-
tained by analyzing the time-series data of inventory at-hand (IHi), demand faced
(Uji) and the order satisfied (Yjk), order placed (Uig) for replenishment and ma-
terial received (Yjk). The portfolio criteria is organized in a way to troubleshoot
the aggressive node using bullwhip calculation and the inferior node by resources
(backorder, excess inventory) and outputs (customer satisfaction and number of
stock outs). The performance measures i.e. excess inventory, backorder and bull-
whip obtained from the time-series data of the existing system facing stationary
demand and non-stationary demand pattern are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
The information is given for each of the network nodes. In the “Type” column,
A refers to the aggressive node, W refers to the weak node and C refers to the
conflict node.
As mentioned in 4.4, the distribution nodes with bullwhip greater than unity
(BW1) are called aggressive nodes and the nodes without bullwhip effect but
with high backorder are identified as weak nodes. In weak nodes, the BW<<1
therefore the amount of product replenished is less than the required level which
lead to frequent back order. The nodes practicing the traditional replenishment
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Table 4.2: Current Performance Measure of the Distribution Network facing
Stationary demand
Nodes AEI ABO BWmax ABW Type Nodes Cost
R1,R2,R3 4.7601 4.8776 2.2182 2.0005 A 16 771.016
R4,R5 3.9405 4.7315 0.4385 0.4065 W 13 563.68
R6,R7,R8 3.0808 4.414 1.0059 1.0016 C 13 487.162
R9,R10 6.3556 6.2979 6.302 6.0597 C 12 759.21
DC1 26.5851 27.3918 12.848 10.1788 A 9 340.054
DC2 14.0079 14.354 19.8547 14.6134 C 8 158.827
DC3 9.2474 9.7137 4.5684 3.5219 A 8 106.182
DC4 15.583 19.5495 1.3014 1.0701 A 9 221.335
Total 83.5604 91.33 3407.47
Table 4.3: Current Performance Measure of the Distribution Network facing
Non-Stationary demand
Nodes AEI ABO BWmax ABW Type Nodes Cost
R1,R2,R3 45.8883 4.911 122.998 47.4692 A 16 4063.94
R4,R5 53.676 4.5079 91.2343 41.4681 W 13 3781.95
R6,R7,R8 48.3745 3.2772 1106.6 424.135 C 13 3388.65
R9,R10 64.7018 5.8354 2382.8 655.576 C 12 4232.23
DC1 1942.5 30.0442 3.8543 2.37 A 9 12427
DC2 1303.1 13.2915 5.4827 3.3235 C 8 7371.79
DC3 3967.5 18.1288 3.0969 2.0498 A 8 22319.5
DC4 5428.1 104.4177 0.6024 0.4665 W 9 34854.9
Total 12853.84 184.4137 92440




4.6.2 Identification of the potential opportunities for performance im-
provements
The identified inefficient distribution nodes have to be rectified to enhance the
overall performance of the system. In the distribution system, the potential op-
portunities for performance enhancement are : (1) the responsiveness factor to
set the desired target, (2) the replenishment rule structure and the parameters
characterizing the replenishment rule. Uncertainty in the lead time value results
in excess inventory, backorder and the bullwhip effect due to the mismatch with
the desired target. System identification approaches are used to extract true lead
time information (L) from time-series data of the distribution system with the
knowledge of network architecture and internal strategy of all the nodes.
4.6.3 Lead time information of all nodes in the network
The time-series data of inventory at-hand (IHi), order placed (Uig), order satisfied
(Yij), demand faced (Uji) and demand satisfied (Yjk) are used to identify the lead
time information of the distribution nodes. The results are summarized in Table
4.4. Inventory at-hand (IHi) is the balance of product received from upstream
nodes (Ypi) and product delivered to downstream customers (Yij) (equation 4.5).
Usually, distribution node prefers to minimize excess inventory by preserving lim-
ited inventory. At limited inventory situation, distribution node aims to satisfy
equal proportion of all downstream orders. The lead time data of all the products
and nodes can be derived by analyzing the time-series data of inventory at-hand
(IHi), order placed to the upstream nodes (Uji) and product delivered to the down
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Table 4.4: Derived Lead Time information from the time-series data
Origin / R1,R2,R3 R4,R5 R6,R7 R8,R9,R10 PW1 PW2 PW3
Destination
DC1 12 24 36 36
DC2 12 24 24 36
DC3 12 36 24 24
DC4 12 36 36 24
stream nodes (Yjk) or from inventory on-road (IRi) and material received from up-
stream node (Yij) using system identification technique (equations 4.6, 4.7). At
special circumstances, when suppliers maintain high inventory and capable of sat-
isfying all downstream orders, lead time can be obtained from the autocorrelation






















The optimum desired inventory target is responsiveness factor (L+2) times the
forecasted demand (i.e the forecasted demand for L+2 time horizon). L represents
the lead time faced due to transportation delay and two discrete time periods
indicate the time taken to process the order by the supplier and time taken to
update the material received by the distributor itself. Inappropriate responsiveness
factor leads to excess inventory or backorder.
In most practical cases, order upto policy is used for replenishment. This policy
causes demand distortion by replenishing the product according to the discrepancy
in inventory position (rather than the downstream orders). The upstream nodes
are unable to visualize the true market demand due to demand distortion. In a
network practicing order-upto-policy, small change in demand at the customer side
may amplify to huge changes at the manufacturing site. This amplification factor
depends on the number of intermediate (interaction) nodes between the retailer
and the production plant.
The realizable proportional-integral and smoothing order policies were used in all
the distribution nodes to estimate the achievable performance benchmark of the
distribution network. The average values of excess inventory, backorder for all the
nodes and the products are given in Tables 4.5-4.9. Performance enhancement
should also consider the implementation possibilities in real distribution networks.
As the above network has different replenishment rules under different internal
strategies, it is challenging to implement the changes in all the distribution nodes.
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This performance assessment framework is utilized to address different levels of
benefits under various implementation conditions. At first, the performance im-
provement is obtained by dampening the adverse effects caused by the aggressive
nodes with the existing internal strategies and replenishment rule structures by
retuning the replenishment rule parameter. The corresponding results are tab-
ulated in Table 4.5. Secondly, the performance is enhanced by optimizing the
parameters of weak nodes with the same internal strategy. The enhanced per-
formance obtained after the 2ndstage is summarized in Table 4.6. Thirdly, the
performance improvement is obtained by restructuring the internal strategy of the
conflicting distribution nodes (Table 4.7). Restructuring is a significant change
in the internal strategy of the distribution system, changes in inventory policy,
replenishment policy, responsiveness, transportation policy, shipment size and fre-
quency are part of the restructuring efforts. Though adapting the well established
internal strategies may enrich the performance, implementation difficulties will
restrict the modification in the internal strategies in all the nodes. The necessity
of third stage for performance improvement is to handle distribution units that
are insensitive to the first and second performance enhancement efforts. In this
study, the replenishment policies of all the conflicting nodes are restructured to
PI policy. The parameters of the replenishment policies are optimized in the third
stage to improve the performance of the overall network.
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Table 4.5: Performance Improvement by dampening the Aggressive Nodes
(stage 1)
Nodes Policy AEI ABO BWmax ABW Type Cost
R1,R2,R3 PI 3.3899 5.299 0.5051 0.2314 A 695.112
R4,R5 PI 3.9405 4.7315 0.4385 0.4065 W 563.68
R6,R7,R8 OUP 3.0808 4.414 1.0059 1.0016 C 487.162
R9,R10 OUP 6.3556 6.2979 6.302 6.0597 C 759.21
DC1 PI 8.3074 11.1348 0.9676 0.8682 A 122.486
DC2 OUP 14.0079 14.354 19.8547 14.6134 C 158.827
DC3 SOP1 6.1667 9.9434 1 1 A 90.2166
DC4 SOP2 14.4168 19.7136 0.8736 0.6075 A 215.022
Total 59.6656 75.8882 3091.71
Table 4.6: Performance Enhancement by optimizing the Weak Nodes (stage
2)
Nodes Policy AEI ABO BWmax ABW Type Cost
R1,R2,R3 PI 3.3899 5.299 0.5051 0.2314 A 695.112
R4,R5 PI 3.8118 4.6772 0.9999 0.5863 W 551.785
R6,R7,R8 OUP 3.0808 4.414 1.0059 1.0016 C 487.162
R9,R10 OUP 6.3556 6.2979 6.302 6.0597 C 759.21
DC1 PI 8.3074 11.1348 0.9676 0.8682 A 122.486
DC2 OUP 14.0814 14.4275 23.4437 16.0503 C 159.65
DC3 SOP1 6.1667 9.9434 1 1 A 90.2166
DC4 SOP2 14.4168 19.7136 0.8736 0.6075 A 215.022
Total 59.6104 75.9074 3080.64
4.7 Results and Analysis
4.7.1 Case Study (1): Stationary Demand
The performance indicators (EI & BO) of all product nodes in the retailers and
distribution centers are shown in Figure 4.3(a). The performance improvement oc-
curred during the assessment stages and the optimized performance attained using
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Table 4.7: Performance Enrichment by retrofitting the Conflicting Nodes
(stage 3)
Nodes Strategy Policy AEI ABO BWmax ABW Type Cost
R1,R2,R3 Res PI 3.3899 5.299 0.5051 0.2314 A 695.112
R4,R5 Non-Res PI 3.8118 4.6772 0.9999 0.5863 W 551.785
R6,R7,R8 Res PI 3.1856 5.1174 0.2908 0.219 S 539.695
R9,R10 Res PI 4.7995 5.9751 0.5051 0.3012 S 646.476
DC1 Res PI 8.3074 11.1348 0.9676 0.8682 A 122.486
DC2 Res PI 8.7595 12.0897 0.773 0.5682 S 116.756
DC3 Res SOP1 4.8103 8.9704 1 1 A 77.1719
DC4 Res SOP2 9.7844 14.8697 0.9928 0.6535 A 155.321
Total 46.8484 68.1333 2904.8
Res-Responsive Nodes Non-Res-Non-Responsive Nodes
heuristics rules are shown in Figures 4.3(b)-4.7. With reference to the performance
benchmark (Table 4.8), the performance is improved from 80.14% to 88.33% by
dampening the aggressive effects of the nodes (R1-R3, DC1, DC3 & DC4) in the
first stage. In the second stage, by retuning the R4 and R5 node, the performance
is slightly improved to 88.65% . Significant improvement upto 94% is attained at
the final stage by modifying the internal strategies of the conflicting nodes (R6-R10
and DC2). Depending on the nature of the heuristics, the optimized performance
differs significantly with other heuristics. As described in Lin et al [19] for a sta-
tionary demand, PI and SOP1 control strategies result in higher backorder than
excess inventory (as shown in figure 4.7). In the heuristics rules, SOP2 performs
better than PI strategy as compared with the performance benchmark (SOP1).
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(a) Performance of the Existing Distribution Strategy




























(b) Performance Enhancement after Dampening Aggressive Nodes
Figure 4.3: Performance of the Existing Distribution Strategy and after
Dampening Aggressive Nodes
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(a) Performance Enrichment after Improving Weak Nodes



















   
   









(b) Performance Enrichment after Restructuring
Figure 4.4: Performance Enrichment after Improving Weak Nodes and after
Restructuring
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4.7 Results and Analysis
Table 4.8: Performance Improvement and Achievable Performance Benchmark
from Heuristics rules: Stationary Demand
Nodes Existing Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 PI SOP1 SOP2
R1,R2,R3 771.016 695.112 695.112 695.112 706.07 630.528 643.232
R4,R5 563.68 563.68 551.785 551.785 595.28 531.271 557.161
R6,R7,R8 487.162 487.162 487.162 539.695 551.83 484.595 500.734
R9,R10 759.21 759.21 759.21 646.476 653.6 595.914 617.106
DC1 340.054 122.486 122.486 122.486 123.49 131.364 116.403
DC2 158.827 158.827 159.65 116.756 122.45 115.877 110.892
DC3 106.182 90.2166 90.2166 77.1719 85.2 90.2726 85.489
DC4 221.335 215.022 215.022 155.321 162.28 151.298 135.637
Total 3407.47 3091.71 3080.64 2904.8 3000.2 2731.12 2766.65

















Figure 4.6: Total Cost of Decentralized Network facing Stationary Stochastic
Demand
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PI strategy SOP2 strategy
















































































































Figure 4.7: Excess Inventory and Backorder of heuristics rules (PI and SOP2)
4.7.2 Case Study (2): Non-Stationary Demand
The performance indicators (EI & BO) of all nodes in the retailer and distribution
centers are shown in Figure 4.8(a). The performance that was reached during
the different improvement stages and the optimized performance attained using
heuristics rules are shown in Figures 4.8(b)-4.12. With respect to the achievable
performance benchmark (Table 4.9), the overall network performance is improved
from 5.7% to 7.3% by dampening the aggressive effects of the nodes (R1-R5, DC1
& DC3) in the first stage. In the second stage, performance is improved to 10.56%
by retuning the weak node (DC4). Final stage of improvement can improve per-
formance upto 89.47% by modifying the internal strategy of the conflicting nodes
(R6-R10 and DC2). As described in Lin et al [18] for a non-stationary demand
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Table 4.9: Performance Improvement and Achievable Performance Benchmark
from Heuristic rules: Non-Stationary Demand
Nodes Existing Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 PI SOP1 SOP2
R1,R2,R3 4063.944 1322.808 1322.81 1322.81 1405.95 7134.27 1478.3
R4,R5 3781.954 1188.928 1188.93 1419.03 1272.78 8264.62 1238.45
R6,R7,R8 3388.652 3186.066 3153.94 1059.32 949.052 7972.24 980.538
R9,R10 4232.232 4232.232 4085.65 1600.32 1289.97 8902.52 1377.26
DC1 12427.03 83.52414 83.5241 83.5241 89.3264 2681.23 91.7513
DC2 7371.792 230.963 230.963 60.4509 100.145 2957.49 117.503
DC3 22319.52 27135.1 27135.1 222.023 60.6413 2260.49 66.4311
DC4 34854.86 34854.86 12683.8 120.247 100.387 3995.18 119.42
Total 92440 72234.5 49884.7 5887.73 5268.26 44168 5469.66
type, PI and SOP1 control strategies result in higher backorder than excess inven-
tory in the retailer nodes. In the distribution centers, the above control strategies
result in less backorder than excess inventory, contradicting with the retailer ex-
perience. Similar type of observation is obtained in SOP2 strategy (as shown
in Figure 4.12). Between the heuristics rules, SOP2 performs better than SOP1
strategy as compared with the performance benchmark (PI strategy).
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(a) Performance of the Existing Distribution Strategy



























(b) Performance Enhancement after Dampening Aggressive Nodes
Figure 4.8: Performance of the Existing Distribution Strategy and after
Dampening Aggressive Nodes
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(a) Performance Enrichment after Improving Weak Nodes



















   









(b) Performance Enrichment after Restructuring
Figure 4.9: Performance Enrichment after Improving Weak Nodes and after
Restructuring
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Figure 4.11: Total Cost of Decentralized Network facing Non-Stationary
Stochastic Demand
PI strategy SOP2 strategy




















































































We have proposed a heuristic three-stage approach to improve the performance
of decentralized distribution network. Workability of the proposed strategy was
demonstrated using a realistic multiechelon, multi-product decentralized distri-
bution system under two different demand trends. The proposed improvement
method was intended to provide performance that is similar to the achievable per-
formance. The novelty of the presented work is in identifying bottleneck nodes that
cause performance deterioration (from the analysis of supply chain data) and using
a staged approach to effect significant improvements in the distribution network
performance. The improvement is achieved by tuning the replenishment parame-
ters or by altering the replenishment strategies practiced by the problematic nodes.
The ability to improve the performance of the distribution network (contingent
on the implementation limitations at the distribution nodes) in a minimally intru-







Supply chain system is constrained by the resources (cost) and output (customer
service) trade-off. The performance of a supply chain is governed by inventory
(resources) minimization and order fill-rate (output) maximization. Any perfor-
mance improvement in real world supply chains could lead to substantial gain in
customer service levels and profit margins thereby adding to its competitive edge
over rival supply chains. This may be achieved by revising the tactical decisions to
leverage both internal and external entities of the network and utilizing bullwhip
as a beneficial constraint. This chapter attempts to improve decentralized dis-
tribution network performance in a multi-objective fashion using multi-objective
optimization. The workability of this multi-objective performance enhancement
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Multi-Objective Optimization in Multi-Echelon Decentralized Distribution
Networks
approach and the Pareto analysis to identify the right decision are demonstrated
using a case study that takes into consideration the different business strategies
adopted by supply chains.
Part of this chapter has been published as “T. Sundar Raj and S. Lakshminarayanan. Mul-
tiobjective Optimization in Multiechelon Decentralized Supply Chains. Ind. Eng. Chem.
Res., 47(17):6661-6671,2008”.
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5.1 Background
The performance of well-established supply chain is limited to resources (chapter
4), whereas most of real world supply chains are interested in cost-customer service
trade-off depending upon their establishment, competition and business goal. This
work attempts to improve the performance of decentralized distribution network
(Figure 5.1) in a multi-objective framework. Decentralized management is predom-
inant in real world situations and prone to various degrees of uncertainties due to
exogenous and endogenous inefficiencies. In general, erroneous internal strategy
generates endogenous inefficiency which amplifies exogenous disturbances leading
to large swings in inventory level and performance deterioration [47]. Therefore,
to achieve good distribution logistics, all distribution nodes have to be operated
optimally to gain all-round individual/overall performance with respect to maxi-
mum output, minimum resources with compatible flexibility in operations under
demand uncertainty.
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the decentralized distribution system
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5.2 Motivation of this study
As mention in chapter 1.2, the decision levels are categorized as strategic, tactical
and operational. The decision levels and their influence on supply chain behavior
are crucial to improve supply chain performance. Depending on the characteris-
tics of the supply chain system, its performance can be represented by a single
performance indicator or by a combination of key performance indicators. Mod-
ern supply chains attempt to define performance in a multiobjective fashion to
remain efficient and competitive. This motivates us to develop a multi-objective
performance improvement framework taking the role of a third-party supply chain
consultant. The challenging task is to optimize the performance of all distribution
entities using easily implementable decisions in relation to demand pattern and
business goal. The proposed multi-objective performance improvement framework
aims to optimize all the entities of the distribution network by revising the tacti-
cal decisions (replenishment rule parameters and structure) using multi-objective
optimization. The superior decisions are identified for the benefit of all supply
chain entities and recommended for implementation using Pareto analysis.
5.3 Objectives
The objectives for the work presented in this chapter are as follows:
(1) Optimize the decentralized distribution nodes in a multi-objective fashion
(2) Pareto Analysis - to identify right solutions with respect to the business goal,
product type and demand pattern
(3) Suggesting right supply chain decisions, such as replenishment structure and
parameters
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5.4 Multi-objective Optimization and Pareto Analysis
Various multi-objective optimization algorithms, such as Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II, [104]), Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Ap-
proximation (SPSA) and hybrids of these methods with other local optimizers
have been developed by researchers and made available in public domain. Each
algorithm has its own benefits and limitations, either in rate of convergence, the so-
lution accuracy or in its spread. A well-known tool for optimizing multi-objective
problems is the NSGA which works repeatedly (until some terminating criterion
is satisfied) on a population of individuals (generated and propagated using prin-
ciples of evolution), each representing a possible solution to the problem [98].
In this work, we utilized NSGA-II tool because of its past successes in dealing
with multi-objective optimization problems, low computational requirements and
simple constraint-handling. A superior optimization algorithm may be necessary
when dealing with large supply chain networks to gain better solution accuracy
and fast convergence.
NSGA-II (an improved variant of NSGA; [105]) generates non-dominated Pareto
frontier for systems (such as supply chains) that must meet multiple objectives.
The algorithm starts with random initialization of decision variables within the
specified bounds (the chromosome characterizing each member of the population)
and evaluates the corresponding objective function values. The chromosomes are
sorted using a non-dominated sorting algorithm as described below. The rank
of each chromosome is evaluated based on the domination of each chromosome
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over others. Chromosome A dominates chromosome B if all objective values of
A are greater than those of B. Chromosomes which are not dominated by any
others are ranked 1, while chromosomes ranked 2 are dominated by one or more
chromosome(s) in rank 1 and so on. All chromosomes ranked 1 are classified as
being in front 1, while chromosomes ranked 2 are classified as being in front 2
and so on. After this sorting into fronts, crowding distance is then assigned front-
wise to each chromosome. The crowding distance is a measure of how close an
individual is to its neighbors - a large value for average crowding distance indicates
more diversity in the population.
Successive generations are generated by choosing parents from the population us-
ing tournament selection. The offspring generation is effected by crossover and
mutation operators. Mutation rate and crossover parameters defined by the user
determines the number of times crossover and mutation occur in each popula-
tion. The newly generated offspring are evaluated through simulation and the
corresponding objective function values are sent back to NSGA-II. The newly
generated offspring are grouped with the original population to form intermediate
chromosomes. The sorting algorithm is applied on the intermediate chromosomes
to select the best chromosomes based on the rank and crowding distance for the
next generation. The evolutionary optimization continues to improve the non-
dominated Pareto frontier through successive generations until a specified number
of generations or until no further improvement in the objective function(s) is ob-
served. The identified solutions are represented as a Pareto front, which comprises
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of non-dominating possibilities. The Pareto set obtained by multi-objective opti-
mization includes all rational choices from which the decision maker could select
the final solution by trading-off the objectives against each other. For constrained
optimization problems, a common strategy in GA is to employ the penalty func-
tion method. Various penalty function methods (additive, multiplicative, exterior,
interior, death, static and dynamic penalty methods) to handle constraints are de-
scribed along with their strengths and weaknesses by Yeniay [106]. We implement
the bullwhip constraint using the dynamic penalty function method.
As the number of competing objectives increases, the problem of finding the best
solution (the one that will be implemented) becomes difficult. Thus, deriving one
optimal solution for implementation is the main element of Pareto analysis. Specif-
ically, the work presented in this chapter optimizes the performance of the overall
distribution network by taking the performance of each entity into consideration in
a multiobjective fashion. Without loss of generality, higher dimension performance
measures obtained from multi-objective optimization (MOO) will be reduced to
two or three dimensions using the hyper-space diagonal counting (HSDC) method-
ology proposed by Agrawal et al [107, 108]. The HSDC method utilizes a simple
idea - each point of a surface maps to a corresponding point of a line and vice-
versa. This means we can map points on a surface (e.g. two-dimensional) to
corresponding points on a line (one-dimensional). By extending this idea, we note
that there is a one to one correspondence of points on the interval [0,1] and points
in an n-dimensional space. A counting and indexing approach is used to ensure
the lossless mapping from an n-dimensional space to a two- or three-dimensional
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graphic display. Because the counting is done in an outward spiraling manner,
the concepts of neighbourhood and distance are preserved with the HSDC. The
co-ordinates are divided into a finite number of bins in the objective space. Each
solution is represented by the indices of its corresponding bin. If a large number of
bins are employed (i.e. the domain is discretized to a finer size), a smoother visual
representation of the Pareto frontier is obtained. As expected, this is accompanied
by higher computational effort. The HSDC method has also been recently used to
estimate the Pareto frontier without performing a formal optimization [109, 110].
Once the HSDC has been applied, well established distance-based methods can be
used to derive equivalent criteria for several business strategies/scenarios so as to
identify the desired solution from the Pareto fronts.
In distribution network, the Pareto fronts obtained using MOO is of higher di-
mension usually proportional to ‘n’ (the number of distribution nodes). In our
example, with 3 objectives for each distribution node, we have an n ×3 dimen-
sional objective function space. Therefore, for larger distribution networks, the
HSDC technique is crucial to reduce the multi-dimensional Pareto fronts into rea-
sonably small (three) dimensions for Pareto analysis and solution identification for
implementation. We envisage that this multi-objective optimization and HSDC
based Pareto analysis methodology will help the supply chain practitioners to re-
vise their tactical decisions (such as replenishment rule structure and parameters)
at all entities periodically (semi-annually or annually) and operate the supply




In this section, a supply chain system similar to the one studied by Perea-Lopez
et al [26] is introduced. The distribution network (shown in Figure 5.2) consists of
three retailers (R1 to R3) attached to a distribution center (DC) and handles six
customers (C1 to C6). This demand-driven system is assumed to be fully decen-
tralized wherein each distribution node practices responsive (the inventory target
changes according to the uncertain forecasted demand) but independent inventory
replenishment policies. The internal strategy practiced by the distribution nodes
of the network are given in Table 5.1. We seek to enhance the performance of
this two-echelon distribution network by analyzing the data from the distribution
entities and performing model-based optimization. While we consider a distribu-
tion network consisting only of three retailers connected to a distribution center (4
nodes in all), the methodology can be extended to larger networks at the expense
of computational effort.
Figure 5.2: Multi-echelon Decentralized distribution system
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Table 5.1: Internal Strategies of the Distribution Nodes
Distributor Lead Time Internal Strategy Possible Replenishment
Node Policies
R1 12 Responsive P/PI/SOP1/SOP2
R2 12 Responsive P/PI/SOP1/SOP2
R3 12 Responsive P/PI/SOP1/SOP2
DC 24 Responsive P/PI/SOP1/SOP2
5.6 Proposed Methodology
The multi-objective optimal performance search framework (Figure 5.3) starts
with modeling the decentralized distribution system from the knowledge of net-
work topology and the business strategies practiced by the entities of the network.
The network topology includes the customer’s connectivity with retailers, retailer’s
connectivity with distribution centers and the connectivity of the distribution cen-
ters with the plant warehouses. The nodes in the network differ in their business
strategy in aspects such as demand forecasting, order processing, inventory alloca-
tion and product replenishment. Time series data available from the distribution
system (e.g. inventory at-hand (IHi), order faced from the downstream customer
(Uji), order placed to the upstream supplier (Uig), material delivered to down-
stream customer (Yij), and material received from supplier (Ygi)) can be used to
compute the lead time information. Alternately, the lead time information can
be obtained from supply chain authorities. The developed model is simulated (in
Matlab-Simulink c©, [111]) using forecasted demand to optimize the performance
of the distribution network. The simulation time span is related to the frequency
of revision of tactical decision. In this work, we considered a 10 month revision
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Figure 5.3: Multi-objective Performance Enhancement Framework
period with the data (demand and order) sampling frequency set at 10 per day.
Thus the simulation time horizon tH is set as [0, 3000] to represent 10 month
revision period.
The performance measures for a supply chain can be chosen based on the charac-
teristics of the supply chain system. An ideal system should utilize minimum re-
sources to produce maximum output with reliable responsiveness to the uncertain
demand and make use of sudden opportunities arising out of demand fluctuations.
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For a distribution system, customer satisfaction (equation 5.1) and probability (or
number) of stock outs are the output indicators. Customer satisfaction (CS) is
the proportion or percentage of downstream orders satisfied by the distribution
node over the time horizon (tH)[63]. Probability of stock out is the ratio of num-
ber of times the inventory gets depleted to the total number of sampling instants
over the time horizon of interest. Backorder (equation 5.2) and excess inventory
(equation 5.3) are the resource indicators representing distribution system costs.
Backorder (BO) is an indicative “cost” incurred by the distribution node due to
unsatisfied customer orders. Both CS and BO may be viewed equivalent in situ-
ations where the unsatisfied orders arising due to deficient inventory is discarded.
In most situations, the unsatisfied orders are accumulated and an attempt is made
to satisfy them in next time period (or at the earliest possible). Under these cir-
cumstances, CS and BO are different. In this work, backorder (BO) refers to the
average cost (penalty) associated with the unsatisfied downstream orders at each
time period t [0, tH ]. Excess inventory (EI) is indicative of cost incurred due to
stocking more goods than the desired level. For supply chains facing stochastic
demand, flexibility in replenishment order, transportation and inventory alloca-
tion are important to maximize the performance objectives of the distribution
nodes. Excess inventory, backorder and customer satisfaction at all distribution
nodes are the performance objectives considered in this study for optimization.
Bullwhip is included as a constraint in the optimization to capture the occurrence
and influence of endogenous disruptions on the network behavior. The decision
variables for optimization are the replenishment rule structure and its associated
parameters at all distribution nodes. The number of decision variables to optimize
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depends on the replenishment rule structure and the number of parameters in it.
For a distribution network with ‘N’ nodes, there are a total of 3×N performance
objectives, N bullwhip constraints and a maximum of p×N decision variables to
optimize (p is the maximum number of parameters in the replenishment rule) as


































We optimize the distribution network in a multi-objective fashion (using NSGA-II
and with bullwhip as a constraint) to study the capability of various replenish-
ment strategies (proportional policy, proportional-integral policy and smoothing
ordering policies (SOP1 and SOP2)) and the associated gain in the performance of
all nodes. Each distribution node ‘y’, y ∈ {DC, R1−3}, in the network is connected
to the upstream nodes ‘x’, x ∈ {WH, DC}, and downstream nodes ‘z’, z ∈ {R1−3,
C1−6}. The objectives and the constraints of all distribution nodes in the network
are described in equations (5.4) through (5.7).
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Table 5.2: Multi-Objective Optimization Parameters
Criteria Values
Number of Nodes (N) 4
Objectives (CS, BO and EI at all nodes) 12
Constraints (BW) 4
Decision variables (depends on replenishment 4 to 12
policy adopted at the various nodes)
Simulation Horizon 3000 samples
Sampling Frequency (demand and order) 10 day−1
Population (number of chromosomes) 100
Maximum Generations 2000
Crossover distribution index 20





































To make the problem tractable, the Pareto solution obtained from multi-objective
optimization (for each replenishment strategy) is reduced to three dimensions using
HSDC. Representation using HSDC metrics (diagonal count) helps to quantify,
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compare and analyze the reduced Pareto fronts to facilitate implementation of
policies relevant to the business goal. While the business goal depends on the
product type, competition and future business focus, real world supply chains
practice either a customer-focused strategy or cost effective strategy or an optimal
performance trade-off strategy.
5.7 Results and Analysis
The network is optimized by iterative simulation-based optimization. As men-
tioned earlier, we use NSGA-II for optimization and for generating the Pareto
front. Table 5.2 shows the details of the distribution network and NSGA parame-
ters used in this work. As mentioned in section 5.4, it is worthwhile to reduce the
dimensionality of the high-dimensional Pareto front (without information loss) and
visualize it in a low-dimensional space. In the chosen distribution network, there
are four nodes. Each node is optimized with respect to three objectives (CS, EI
and BO). Thus, in all, the distribution network has twelve objectives. This twelve-
dimensional Pareto-space is reduced to three dimensions in order to analyze the
non-dominated optimal solutions and to derive the desired solution for implemen-
tation. There are several ways to locate a “best” solution from the huge set of
decision possibilities. In Figure 5.4, HSDC representation of the reduced Pareto
front is illustrated in different ways to derive the desired solution depending on
the focus of present/future business goals. The HSDC representation of Customer
Satisfaction (CS) with respect to the Backorder (BO) and Excess inventory (EI)
is illustrated in Figure 5.4a. It depicts the intersection of the EI vs. CS and BO
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vs. CS curves i.e. the optimal tradeoff solution. As anticipated, improvement in
CS is achieved by increased EI; in return, BO is diminished. Identification of the
optimal solution (from Figure 5.4a) differs with the business goal/strategy. The
business goal depends on the product establishment aspects (new product, ma-
ture product etc.) and product nature (price, lifetime, etc). In this work, business
strategies taken into consideration are: (1) customer focused strategy, (2) cost-
effective strategy and (3) optimal cost tradeoff approach and (4) cost-effective and
customer focused strategy using utopia point approach. For increased customer
satisfaction (end points of the EI and BO trajectories), large EI and low BO are
endured. The cost-effective and optimal cost tradeoff approaches utilize the trade-
off between cost objectives EI and BO, as shown in figure 5.4b. Figure 5.4c shows
the Pareto fronts shown in figure 5.4a, the deviation of Pareto fronts is computed
with reference to ideal behavior (CS=1, EI = 0 & BO = 0 which signifies the
utopia point). The deviation plot (ECS EI against ECS BO) is shown in figure 5.4d
to spot the optimal solution close to the ideal behavior. All the subplots shown
in Figure 5.4 are only typical representations - the real curves obtained from the
distribution network for various replenishment policies are shown in figures 5.5
through 5.7.
Tables 5.3 to 5.6 show the performance of various replenishment strategies against
diverse business goals. The best performance attained under various business goals
is highlighted (bold face text) in these Tables. It is seen that, with the commonly
used order-upto-policy, the EI value is significantly high irrespective of the busi-
ness goal. BW is always present in decentralized distribution networks (DDN)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4: A Pareto analysis representation for various business strategies
(symbol Θ - utopia point)
following order-upto-policy as confirmed by Disney et al [53]. With other replen-
ishment policies, augmented by bullwhip constraint (BWC), there is a significant
reduction in EI often accompanied by an improvement in CS. Thus, in addition
to the replenishment rule structure and its parameters, incorporation of the BW
constraint has a beneficial influence on the performance of the SCN.
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5.7.1 Customer Focused Approach
This approach is often practiced for newly developed products to establish them
in the market and to gain a good market share for the future. For this business
strategy, downstream order filling rate is the dominant concern as compared to
other cost objectives like excess inventory or backorder. Improving the focus on
customer order filling rate would reduce the backorder, at the cost of having more
inventory than what is required. In other words, allocating more inventory than
the required level would enable the nodes to meet sudden fluctuations in demand.
Figure 5.4a depicts the Pareto solutions of cost functions (excess inventory and
backorder) versus the distribution system output (customer satisfaction). The
extreme solutions of these Pareto fronts are recommended for customer focused
business strategy because they promise the maximum attainable customer satis-
faction without bullwhip effect. The reduced Pareto fronts subjected to various
replenishment scenarios are shown in Figure 5.5. As expected, under all replen-
ishment scenarios, the EI vs. CS and BO vs. CS curves conflict each other.
Even though the nature of the Pareto fronts remains similar for all replenishment
strategies, the spread and the optimal solution vary with the replenishment strat-
egy. SOP1 provides a wider spread in Pareto-front than other policies because of
the advantage gained from more tunable parameters (3 × 4). The Pareto front
generated from proportional policy has minimal spread because it employs fewer
tunable parameters (1 × 4). The maximum attainable customer satisfaction in the
overall network using different replenishment rules are shown in Table 5.3. Con-
sider the proportional replenishment policy with and without the BW constraint.
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Table 5.3: Customer Focused Approach - Maximum Output
Replenishment Strategy CS BO EI
Order-upto-policy 0.771 0.458 67.5005
Proportional Control (w/o BWC) 0.784 0.3927 54.7272
Proportional Control 0.5834 0.4706 3.2667
PI 0.8493 0.1593 6.1873
SOP2 0.2742 0.6947 0.2624
SOP1 0.9288 0.0796 9.507
A better CS value is achieved without the BW constraint (0.784 vs. 0.5834) but at
the cost of huge excess inventory (54.72 vs. 3.27). It is evident that SOP1 policy
outperforms the other replenishment rules by providing maximum CS of 0.9288
with low BO and moderate EI. The proportional-integral policy performed quite
well though it achieved a customer satisfaction of 0.8493 which is moderately less
than SOP1 policy. The extra degrees of freedom (tunable parameters) in SOP1
generates a wide Pareto front and helps in reaching maximum CS compared to
other replenishment rules.
5.7.2 Cost Effective Approach
This strategy is practiced in supply chains facing insignificant competition; the pre-
ferred business strategy is to reduce the supply chain cost even if it means some
decrease in customer satisfaction. This approach is also suitable for well estab-
lished products and for products having high depreciation and inventory holding
cost. Figure 5.4b describes the Pareto front of cost functions (excess inventory
and backorder) conflicting each other. This cost Pareto front is used to derive
the desired solution - i.e. the solution that has minimal deviation from the ideal
cost-effective system (i.e. no excess inventory and backorder). Effectively, we are
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Customer Satisfaction (CS) Vs Backorder (⊕) & Excess Inventory (o)

























(c) Smoothing Ordering Policy 1 (d) Smoothing Ordering Policy 2






















Figure 5.5: Pareto frontiers for the distribution network under various replen-
ishment scenarios. EI (empty circles) and BO (filled circles) are plotted on the
y-axis
trying to minimize the length of the line joining the origin to points on the Pareto
front (see Figure 5.4b and equation 5.8).
Ed =
√
(EI − EIideal)2 + (BO −BOideal)2HSDC (5.8)
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Table 5.4: Cost Effective Approach
Replenishment Strategy CS BO EI
Order-upto-policy 0.771 0.458 67.5005
Proportional Control (w/o BWC) 0.5874 0.4402 6.6483
Proportional Control 0.4012 0.7031 0.442
PI 0.7919 0.2076 2.862
SOP2 0.2033 0.7104 0.1385
SOP1 0.767 0.2302 2.4909
The overall cost Pareto front obtained by optimizing the distribution network
with respect to equations 5.4 through 5.7 is shown in Figure 5.5. The minimal
resources attained irrespective of the CS under various replenishment rules are
shown in Table 5.4. Again, BW constraint is beneficial to the network. It is evident
that PI policy achieves better customer fill rate (0.7919) than other replenishment
rules. The PI and SOP1 strategies appear to be the most attractive because they
provide a good balance between the cost factors (BO and EI) and CS. The ways
in which PI and SOP1 replenishment structures respond to the discrepancies make
them attractive for cost-effective strategy. At minimal cost situation, SOP2 policy
provides less CS (CS = 0.2033). The performance of SOP2 is inferior for stationary
demand pattern; however, SOP2 is expected to perform well (close to PI) under
non-stationary demand as observed in chapter 4. This approach can be extended
for the cases having difference in importance (weights) between backorder and
excess inventory costs.
5.7.3 Optimal Cost Tradeoff Approach
The optimal cost tradeoff approach is the subset of cost effective strategy that is
apt for well established supply chains. Here, equal importance is given to excess
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Backorder (BO) Vs Excess Inventory (EI)
(a) Proportional Policy (b) Proportional − Integral Policy
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Figure 5.6: Cost Pareto fronts for the distribution network under various
replenishment scenarios. BO is shown on the x-axis and EI is shown on the
y-axis
inventory and backorder than the overall cost. When EI >> BO, the distributor
node is penalized by a decrease in return on investment (ROI); on the other hand,
when BO >> EI, the distributor node is punished by a loss in reputation. The
optimal tradeoff approach prefers to balance ROI and reputation by balancing
the cost associated with excess inventory and backorder. Alternatively, various
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(desired) importances can be assigned to ROI and reputation while balancing.
The present case study gives equal importance to ROI and reputation (w1 = w2
= 0.5). Therefore, minimizing the deviation between excess inventory cost and
backorder cost is another way of balanced tradeoff between EI and BO (equations
5.9 and 5.10).
Obj : w1(EI − EIideal) = w2(BO −BOideal) (5.9)
Ed = |(EI − EIideal)− (BO −BOideal)|HSDC (w1 = w2) (5.10)
Figure 5.6 is utilized to derive the desired solution (using figure 5.4b as basis).
The minimal resources obtained with minimal deviation between BO and EI are
shown in Table 5.5. Table 5.5 shows that SOP1 performs well over other policies
with a substantial customer fill rate of 0.7344 while utilizing fewer resources. The
order-upto-policy provides slightly higher CS (0.771) but has high EI and BO due
to demand distortion. The performance obtained by practicing SOP1 policy is
significantly more than other ordering policies (including PI policy) as noted by
Lin et al [19] in a single node distribution system without taking CS into account.
5.7.4 Performance tradeoff Strategy (with reference to Utopia Perfor-
mance)
When customer satisfaction and supply chain cost are both important, the optimal
performance tradeoff approach is most appropriate. The defined utopia point in
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Table 5.5: Optimal Cost Trade-off approach (BO and EI)
Replenishment Strategy CS BO EI
Order-upto-policy 0.771 0.458 67.5005
Proportional Control (w/o BWC) 0.5406 0.578 6.3127
Proportional Control 0.4012 0.7031 0.442
PI 0.526 0.9782 1.7195
SOP2 0.1718 0.8314 0.1201
SOP1 0.7344 0.2675 2.0969
Figure 5.4c, refers to the ideal supply chain behavior (i.e. complete customer
satisfaction and no excess inventory and backorder). The deviation of the Pareto
solutions from the ideal behavior with reference to the utopia point is computed
as ECS EI and ECS BO (equations 5.11 and 5.12).
ECS EI =
√
(CS − CSideal)2 + (EI − EIideal)2HSDC (5.11)
ECS BO =
√
(CS − CSideal)2 + (BO −BOideal)2HSDC (5.12)
Figure 5.7, shows the Euclidean distance of CS and EI from their ideal values
(i.e. CS = 1 and EI = 0) plotted against the Euclidean distance of CS and BO
from their ideal values (i.e. CS = 1 and BO = 0) - labeled as ECS EI and ECS BO
respectively. These two metrics are plotted against each other as in Figure 5.4d.
The desired solution is obtained from this plot based on the minimal distance from
the ideal point (here, the ideal point is origin, i.e. ECS EI and ECS BO are zero,
when CS=CSideal, EI=EIideal and BO=BOideal) as described in equation 5.13.
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Table 5.6: Optimal Performance Tradeoff (with reference to utopia point)
Replenishment Strategy CS BO EI
Order-upto-policy 0.771 0.458 67.5005
Proportional Control (w/o BWC) 0.7798 0.3731 42.0929
Proportional Control 0.5834 0.4706 3.2667
PI 0.8513 0.157 6.0801
SOP2 0.2738 0.6961 0.2668
SOP1 0.9105 0.096 6.8573
ECS EI BO =
√
E2CS EI + E
2
CS BO (5.13)
Results summarized in Table 5.6 show that the performance of SOP1 and PI are
comparable with respect to the output and the resources. Both SOP1 and PI
replenishment policies are equally good for handling customer focused and cost
effective strategies. The superior performance from SOP1 (CS=0.9105) and PI
(CS=0.8513) policies is due their superior replenishment structure. PI strategy
has an advantage over other replenishment rules through utilizing the past dis-
crepancies in inventory position for effective replenishment. SOP1 strategy has an
additional handle (replenishment parameter) to provide better performance. For
the proportional ordering policy with BW constraint, the utopian solution turned
out to be the same as that obtained with customer focused approach. However, for
other ordering policies, the identified solutions are different from those obtained
with cost effective approach or customer focused approach.
As observed in the presented case studies, complexity of the replenishment policy
(characterized by the number of tunable parameters) impacts on the performance.
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ECS BO Vs ECS EI & (×107)
(a) Proportional Policy (b) Proportional − Integral Policy
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Figure 5.7: Optimal performance tradeoffs of the distribution network under
various replenishment scenarios. ECS EI is shown on the x-axis while ECS BO
is shown on the y-axis
Thus, the least complex proportional policy (one tunable parameter) performs
poorly compared to PI and SOP2 policies (having two tunable parameters) and
SOP1 (three tunable parameters). SOP1 achieves superior performance by adapt-
ing varying weights to demand, IH and IR (equation 3.16). In general, SOP1
and PI strategies are found to be superior under diverse business goals because
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of advantages inherent in their replenishment rule structures. For customer fo-
cused companies, SOP1 is found to be superior. For cost effective companies, the
optimized performance of PI is better than the optimized performance of other
replenishment policies. SOP1 comes a close second in this scenario. SOP1 is found
to be better for distribution networks that aim to balance the costs associated
with reputation and return on investment. Distribution networks concern about
all performance measures such as CS, EI and BO prefers a performance tradeoff
approach. The performance obtained by adopting SOP1 policy is close to the ideal
behavior (high CS, low EI & BO) compared to other replenishment strategies.
5.8 Conclusions
This work focused on improving the performance of decentralized distribution net-
works in a multi-objective fashion. Revisions in tactical decision (replenishment
strategy and its parameters) are crucial to gain enriched performance from existing
distribution networks. NSGA-II is a multi-objective optimization tool used to opti-
mize the multi-faceted performance characteristics (such as customer satisfaction,
backorder and excess inventory) of the distribution entities. For the ease of Pareto
analysis, the multi-objective solution space is reduced to a smaller dimension using
HSDC method, in a lossless fashion. By utilizing the reduced Pareto fronts, the
best solution was identified for various business strategies. The influence of vari-
ous replenishment strategies like proportional policy, proportional-integral policy
and smoothing order policy (SOP1 and SOP2) were studied to identify the right
replenishment policy and parameters in relation to the business goals. Overall,
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the network performance is improved by considering bullwhip as a constraint, to
prevent information (demand) distortion in supply chains. For customer focused,
optimal-cost tradeoff and performance tradeoff strategies, the performance ob-
tained by practicing SOP1 is superior to other replenishment policies. For cost
effective strategy, PI and SOP1 replenishment rules perform equally well. The
multiple-decision handles provided by MOO is useful in that one can operate the




Entropy Based Optimization of
Decentralized Supply Chain Networks
Previous attempts made to enhance the supply chain performance by optimizing
the replenishment strategy do not pay attention to the issue of increasing uncer-
tainty (and consequently operational complexity) in the system. The prime weak-
ness within a supply chain is in not considering the uncertainty generation and
transmission between supply chain entities. Ineffective internal strategies carry
the uncertainties beyond the boundaries of the supply chain entity and conse-
quently affect predictability of supply chain behavior, customer satisfaction, and
cost. The storage and flow of uncertainty must be controlled and managed ef-
fectively to contribute to a chain’s flexibility rather than add to its complexity.
The novice aspect of the present work lies in its ability to improve supply chain
predictability by quantifying and minimizing the complexity associated with the
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distribution system through entropy calculations in accordance with the business
goal and demand pattern faced by the network.
Part of this chapter has been submitted for possible publication to Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. as “Entropy




Decentralized supply chain networks, while common, are prone to exogenous and
endogenous uncertainties. Uncertain demand is the source of exogenous uncer-
tainty arising due to various environmental aspects such as competition, adver-
tisement, seasonality, economic growth and the product desirability [112]. On the
other hand, endogenous uncertainties arise when the activities of supply-chain par-
ticipants are not in harmony with one another. The diversity in internal strategies
among decentralized entities makes supply chain operation inefficient due to lack
in co-ordinated actions compared to a centrally managed supply chain. Inefficient
co-ordination generates and exports uncertainty to the respective upstream and
downstream nodes through information and material flows. An uncertainty mea-
sure can give an indication of the relative severity of each link i.e. if one area shows
a higher uncertainty index, this indicates an area of greater complexity within that
interface (echelon of the supply chain network) [113]. Entropy is a measure of un-
certainty that can help in understanding the behavior and controllability of the
distribution nodes within the supply chain.
In order to create a truly efficient supply chain interface, the transfer of uncer-
tainty from one echelon to another should be effectively quantified and controlled.
Using entropy as an uncertainty measure, the co-ordination between supply chain
entities and their characteristics can be improved to achieve minimal complex-
ity (uncertainty). Therefore, entropy enumeration and targeted management are
necessary to reduce the unpredictable nature of the system. The present work
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aims to create supply chains with reduced uncertainty and achieve better supply
chain operation. In a distribution system, one major avenue to reduce complexity
and improve overall performance is by selecting the right internal strategy and
inventory target with reference to the business objective which is compatible with
supplier capability and uncertain customers [114]. We consider minimizing the
uncertainty in information and material flows by manipulating the replenishment
strategy and safety stock. Replenishment policy and safety stock are common
and easily amendable levers in a distribution system. Safety stock is a “handle”
used by supply chain managers to hedge against the uncertainties and risks in
the supply chain. More safety stock (excess inventory) throughout a supply chain
absorbs the variation in the demand; however, this leads to higher financial risks
through investment in excess capacity. Hence safety stock should be optimal to
attain desired customer satisfaction while, at the same time, it should reflect true
downstream customer orders to their suppliers.
6.1.1 Complexity and Consequences - Overview
The need to remain competitive and prompt necessitates real world supply chains
to operate proficiently. Several attempts have been made to improve supply chain
behaviour (performance) in accordance with the pursued business goals. Model-
based simulation helps decision makers to troubleshoot the complexity sources
and to discover opportunities for performance improvement. The feedback mech-
anisms used for inventory allocation lead to uncertainty in the information and
material flows [46]. Other than inventory allocation, the demand forecaster, lead-
times, batch orders, procurement procedures, supply shortages, unpredictability
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of material supply, frequency of changing suppliers, time specificity of materi-
als, delivery frequency, delayed delivery and fluctuations in the selling price are
identified as the major endogenous sources that cause additional uncertainties in
the supply chains (in addition to the exogenous uncertainties explained earlier)
[48].These uncertainties and the lack of co-ordination between interacting nodes
affect supply chain behaviour. Supply chains prone to uncertainty would face large
swings in inventory level which leads to high excess inventory and backorder in
comparison with uncertainty free supply chains. The magnitude of large swing in
the inventory level is proportional to the quantity of uncertainty residing in the
information flow. The controllability of exogenous sources is not in the domain
of supply chain internal decisions; instead, we can reduce the endogenous uncer-
tainty by exploiting the replenishment policies to operate all distribution nodes
harmonically without further amplification in exogenous uncertainty.
The decentralized supply chain model based on material and information flows
facilitates the prediction and analysis of supply chain behaviour under various
replenishment strategies, and other exogenous/endogenous disturbances [19]. In-
appropriate replenishment strategies and replenishment rule parameters that are
not commensurate with uncertainty faced from the suppliers and customers are
the primary reasons for performance deterioration in a distribution system. The
performance and dynamic behaviour of supply chains have been studied under dif-
ferent heuristic replenishment policies and their potential have been gauged [62],
[26]. Other than the replenishment strategy and its parameters, the inventory
set points and review period also have a significant impact on the supply chain
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performance [23]. The key recommendation of supply chain intelligence (SCI) is
to revise the internal strategy (replenishment rule parameter and safety stock)
and minimize the complexity associated with the supply chain. Most of the work
in the area of supply chain optimization use performance measures to chose the
right tactical decisions for the supply chain [115, 116]. In this work, we focus on
minimizing the uncertainties in the supply chain flows (information and material
flows). This will make the supply chain more predictable and result in overall
performance improvement.
Performance metrics are required to quantify the effectiveness of the supply chain
system in relation to its business targets. In general, performance metrics are
classified into three groups involving resources, output and flexibility. For the
distribution network, the resources category represents the supply chain cost (i.e.
inventory cost, backorder cost, transportation cost); the output represents the rev-
enue, customer service level, number of stock-outs, etc. Flexibility represents the
responsiveness in managing inventory level, order quantity, transportation capac-
ity and the inventory target set in accordance to the uncertain demand. Rather
than tracking only the performance metrics, it is also imperative to understand
the root cause of performance deterioration and work towards eliminating them
and reach a higher level of performance. Root causes manifest as excess/deficient
inventory and make the supply chain liable to financial risks as experienced by
semiconductor manufacturer Adaptec which lost a sizeable market share in 1997
[117]. It is therefore a challenge to manage a supply chain at minimal complexity
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(uncertainty) and arrive at optimal performance by resolving bottlenecks associ-
ated with its operation.
6.1.2 Uncertainty Sources and Quantification
Various uncertainty sources such as deterministic chaos, parallel interactions and
demand amplification were identified and their combined effects were accounted
by Wilding [118]. A framework was developed in Prater [119] to guide supply
chain practitioners to understand the types of uncertainties and the specific dif-
ficulties they cause. The uncertainties are identified and characterized into four
macro-levels: (i) general variations, (ii) foreseen uncertainties, (iii) unforeseen un-
certainties and (iv) chaotic uncertainties. Each type is further categorized into
micro-levels with respect to its specific action. Multiple goals, variations and con-
straints are micro-level uncertainties that cause general variations in supply chains.
The foreseen uncertainties arise due to amplification and parallel connectivity in
the supply chains. Deterministic chaos and long-term planning contribute to un-
foreseen uncertainties whereas chaotic uncertainties result from non-deterministic
chaos. The sources of various micro-level uncertainties and a constructive discus-
sion on ways of managing the uncertainties were also elaborated in Prater [119].
Several studies have tried to assess and simplify the complex nature of information
in supply chains. However, relatively few works have attempted to measure and
deal with the complexity of the supply chain. In this work, complexity measure
is considered as the quantification of uncertainties that exist in the system due to
uncertain information and material flows. Lack of understanding about various
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uncertainties and their degree of influence on complexity prevents supply chain
practitioners from focusing on crucial uncertainties that cause major problems.
Therefore, quantifying the complexity of all supply chain entities is essential for
monitoring and analysis purposes. Ho et al [112] developed a three phase approach
to construct an uncertainty scale for supply chains. They focused on various sup-
ply chain areas such as supply, demand and production. The first phase identified
and validated the uncertainties; the second phase refined the identified uncertain-
ties through exploratory factor analysis and principal component analysis, while
the final confirmation phase analyzed the uncertainty scales through structural
equation modeling using confirmatory factor analysis. The discriminating and
nomological validity of their uncertainty scale was demonstrated and resulted in
a 26-item supply-chain uncertainty scale with adequate predictive capacity to di-
agnose supply chain problems.
Information theory concepts have been developed to characterize complex sys-
tems (Mann et al [120]). Various information measures are available to quantify
the complexity (uncertainty) of a system. Information entropy (IE) can be used
to measure the uncertainty associated with a random variable. The advantage
of using IE as a measure of complexity is that it affords the bringing together of
different variables on to a common platform. For supply chains facing stochastic
demand, the information distortion (bullwhip) plays significant role in generating
uncertainties. The operational complexity at the supplier-customer interface can
be defined as the uncertainty associated with the dynamic variations, in time or
quantity, across information and material flows. Sivadasan et al [113] examined the
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operational complexity of supplier-customer systems from an information-theoretic
perspective through entropy-based complexity analysis. The developed complex-
ity analysis technique helped to determine the key obstacles in the supply chain
and highlight their severity. A realistic supplier-customer interface in a major
UK company was analyzed using their approach to determine the transmission of
complexity between organizational boundaries.
6.2 Motivation
In the context of operational complexity, an ideal distribution system is one that
neither absorbs the uncertainty imported from other nodes nor exports the inci-
dent uncertainty without any further amplification. If a node absorbs/generates
information complexity, it will worsen the visibility of true customer demand pat-
tern at the upstream nodes. If complexity is generated in the material flow, it
would affect customer satisfaction as well as the prediction of material delivery at
the downstream nodes. Reducing the variability in information and material flows
is a crucial step to improve network performance.
In this work, we show that it is possible to improve the performance (predictabil-
ity and excess inventory) of a supply chain by analyzing its time series data and
employing an entropy-based complexity management methodology proposed here.
Starting from a possibly well-established decentralized supply chain system, we
evolve it into a more predictable decentralized supply chain system by following a
systematic data analysis and optimization approach. The entropy based complex-
ity optimization methodology overcomes the difficulty faced by the conventional
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method (that exclusively tracks performance) in that it helps to achieve the de-
sired performance while keeping the complexity to a minimum. A multi-echelon
decentralized supply chain network will be used to demonstrate the workability of
the proposed framework.
6.3 Objectives
The objectives of the present work are:
(1) Quantifying the overall uncertainty of the existing network as entropy measure
(2) Identifying the capability (potential outcome) of the existing network when
subjected to minimal complexity situation
(3) Optimizing the complexity of the existing network with reference to desired
performance outcome
(4) Identifying the potential (2) and optimizing the complexity (3) for the existing
network, when all supply chain nodes practicing replenishment strategies
6.4 Problem Description
A supply chain system (see Figure 6.1) similar to that considered in Perea Lopez
et al [26] (excluding plant details) will be used to illustrate our methodology. The
supply chain network (SCN) handles nine products (p ∈ A to I), consists of ten
retailers (i ∈ R1 to R10) connected to four distribution centre (DC1 to DC4) and
services twenty different customers (j ∈ C1 to C20). All nodes are connected to only
one upstream node but may have several downstream nodes. Note that some of the
plants/warehouses are selectively connected to the distribution centres. A discrete
distribution model constructed previously (Lin et al [18]) is adapted for multi-
echelon multi-product distribution network and is provided in the chapter 3. This
network is a fully decentralized pull-driven system where each distribution node
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Figure 6.1: Decentralized Distribution Network
belongs to a different company. The internal strategy practiced by the distribution
nodes are decided by its management. The management may choose to set the
inventory level at a constant (target) value or may make it responsive to the
uncertain demand. The internal strategies practiced by the distribution entities
are given in Table 6.1. All distribution nodes (DC1-DC4) and the retailer nodes
(R1-R3, R9 and R10) are assumed to follow the responsive strategy (where the
inventory target is changed in accordance with the uncertain demand pattern). In
contrast, nodes R4 through R8 are assumed to adopt a constant inventory target.
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Table 6.1: Internal Strategies of the Distribution Nodes
Distributor Node Internal Strategy Replenishment Policy
R1, R2, R3 Responsive PI
R4,R5 Non-Responsive PI






The performance of the retailer echelon is described in terms of four metrics such
as customer satisfaction, excess inventory, backorder and bullwhip. These have
been explained but we describe it have for the purpose of completeness. Customer
satisfaction (CS) can be quantified as the proportion of downstream customer or-
ders satisfied by the distribution system (equation 3.22). CS is one of the most
important performance metrics in supply chains. High CS is required in order to
remain competitive in the marketplace. The CS metric is strongly related with cost
metrics such as excess inventory (EI) and backorder (BO). Allocating more inven-
tory than required will increase CS as well as the inventory holding costs (equation
3.20), whereas allocating lesser inventory than required will decrease CS and lead
to accumulation of backorders (equation 3.21). The presence of bullwhip magnifies
the uncertainty in the information flow as we move from the customer nodes to the
upstream nodes. Bullwhip (BW) is quantified as the ratio of variance of outgoing
order (to the supplier) to the variance in incoming order (from the downstream
nodes). Mestan et al [90] compute BW as the average of distortion obtained at
each time period. Constraining BW ≤ 1 signifies no information distortion, but
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may lead to poor replenishment when BW  1. Thus, high and low BW’s can
affect supply chain performance. An ideal distributor should have CS=1, EI &
BO equal to zero and information distortion, BW=1. Entropy is another aspect to
characterize the uncertainty, the difference with reference to the bullwhip measure
is the manner in which the uncertainty is captured and quantified. Bullwhip uses
the variances in the uncertain flow, while the entropy captures the uncertainty by
using user defined values for the in-control and not-in-control state of the uncer-
tain variable. This work adapts entropy metric as a better choice over bullwhip
because of the property and suitability of this measure for our analysis. The ad-
ditive property of entropy measure helps to easily quantify the overall uncertainty
in the network with the knowledge of uncertainty at all distribution entities. Our
goal is to improve the performance of the retailer echelon of this model SCN by
minimizing the uncertainty present in it. First, we use time series data available
from the SCN to quantify the uncertainty/complexity associated in the SCN. This
is followed by entropy based complexity optimization at the retailer echelon which
essentially leads to a SCN with relatively less complexity in accordance with the
business goals of the SCN. The replenishment parameters and safety stock are the
tactical decision variables to optimize and reduce the complexity of the distribu-
tion nodes in relation to the demand pattern and business goals.
6.5 Complexity Modelling
The schematic of a typical retailer node sandwiched between a supplier node and
a customer node is shown in Figure 6.2 wherein the information and material
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of Distribution Node
flows are indicated by appropriate symbols. Here, Uji denotes the information
inflow (the order placed by downstream node ‘j’ to node ‘i’), Uig denotes the
information outflow (the order placed by node ‘i’ to its supplier node ‘g’), Ygi
denotes the material inflow (material received by node ‘i’ from node ‘g’) and Yij
denotes the material outflow (material delivered by node ‘i’ to node ‘j’). Further,
these variables can be written for a specific product ‘p’. One can also compute
the responsiveness rgi,p of the supplier ‘g’ to the order placed by the distribution
node ‘i’ for product ‘p’. In a similar fashion, the responsiveness of the distribution
node ‘i’ to customer ‘j’ for product ‘p’ is denoted by rij,p.
Complexity is the measure of uncertainty associated with the distribution entity
arising out of exogenous and endogenous factors. The complexity can be quantified
using information on the information and material flows related to the distribu-
tion node. In this work, we focus primarily on complexity metrics rather than
conventional performance measures such as customer satisfaction, backorder and
excess inventory. Steps 1 to 4 described below can be used to quantify the com-
plexity at any node using entropy measures. This measure is readily extendable




Step 1: Data is collected on all information and material flows that are associated
with the distribution node ‘i’. The uncertainty residing in the outflow variables
is quantified by measuring the deviation from the ideal value. The ideal value, in
this case, is the uncertainty in the incoming (information/material) flow.
Step 2: Each variable is categorized into two states/bins namely “desired state”
and “undesired state” depending on whether the variable is in the affordable range
or not. For example, at each discrete time period, the outgoing flow variable ‘y’
is considered to be in the desired state whenever it lies between (µy − 2σx) and
(µy + 2σx) in relation to incoming flow variable ‘x’. Since the state is specified
by an observer, the uncertainty of a system may be different as seen by different
observers. Here, the state of the outgoing flow variables (y) is determined in
relation to the variations in the incoming flow variable (x). For example, at each
discrete time period, the order placed to the supplier is considered to be in the
desired state whenever it lies between (µorder − 2σdemand) and (µorder + 2σdemand).
The state of the order placed to the supplier (Uig,p) is determined in relation




Uji,p). The replenishment order is conservative if the affordable range is too
small. Conservative replenishment will replenish fewer products than the required
level and compromises customer satisfaction against uncertainty reduction. Large
affordable range leads to aggressive replenishment which replenishes more product
than the required level and increase the supply chain cost as a compromise to the
customer satisfaction. Therefore identifying the right affordable range is important
to acquire the desired trade-off between customer satisfaction, supply chain cost
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and the uncertainty. The supply chain consultant can advise the affordable region
for all distribution nodes to synchronize their operations for the benefit of all
individual nodes and the overall network. In this work, any uncertain flow that
falls within the range of µy ± 2σx is considered as in-control state.
Step 3: By categorizing the order data into desired (in-control) and undesired
(not-in-control) states, the probability (pi) is estimated as the fraction of time the





From time-series data, the probability of all crucial variables residing in the de-
sired (in-control) state is evaluated and transformed into a complexity measure
called Shannon Entropy (SET ). SET is based on the probability distribution of an
uncertain variable residing in desired state (probability = pi) and the probability
that it is in the undesired state (probability = 1-pi) (Sivadasan et al.,[121]). SET
is zero if the probability of the desired state (pi) is either zero or unity (equation
6.2) and is positive otherwise. Equation (6.2) helps to convert the time series





(1− pi)log(1− pi) (6.2)
The Shannon entropy is thus comprised of two components - a portion correspond-








(1− pi)log(1− pi) (6.3)
It is to be noted that the Shannon entropy can be computed for a specific product
demand, aggregated demand, material delivered etc. For example, the entropy of
material delivered to the customers (
∑
j
Yji,p) can be obtained by defining the in-
control and not-in-control state with respect to the incoming material flow (Ygi,p)
from the supplier.
Step 4: The ratio of the entropies of the desired and undesired states is an
important metric in the network complexity minimization problem (i.e. minimize
Eri defined in equation 6.4). Typical profiles of the desired entropy, undesired







(1− pi)log(1− pi) (6.4)
The entropy ratio can be computed for the information and material flows that
are imported and exported from node ‘i’ for each product ‘p’. One can define the
Node Entropy Index (NEI) (equation 6.5) for information and material flows as:
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Figure 6.3: Entropy measure for the desired state (pi)
NEIi,p = Eri,p(export)− Eri,p(import) (6.5)
For a single distribution unit ‘i’, NEIi,p is the most basic measure of uncertainty
transfer associated with product ‘p’. The overall network complexity is quantified
using the Gross Entropy index (GEI) by summing up the complexity associated
with the individual nodes (equation 6.6). By reducing/optimizing the GEI the
entropies at all distribution nodes reduces inherently, for an ideal system GEI






|NEIi,p| ∀i, p (6.6)
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6.6 Proposed Complexity Management Methodologies
The entropy based performance improvement framework (Figure 6.4) starts by
modelling the actual representation of the network from the knowledge of network
topology and the business strategy practiced at all the entities. The network topol-
ogy includes the connectivity between customers, retailers, distribution centers and
the plant warehouse. The distribution system can be modelled by combining the
internal strategy information such as demand forecasting, order processing, inven-
tory allocation and product replenishment of all supply chain entities. The overall
network is modelled in Matlab-Simulink c© [111] environment and simulated for the
time span of 1000 days using the forecasted demand. As described earlier, steps
1 to 4 are used to quantify the complexity in the existing supply chain system
by analyzing the time-series data of orders & material flows. Table 6.2 shows
the complexity associated in the information and material flows of the existing
network.
Complexity is quantified in two ways absolute and actual complexity. Absolute






|NEIi,p|), whereas actual complexity refers to the net complexity of the





NEIi,p). The existing supply chain is seen
to generate information complexity and absorb material complexity. i.e In the
information flow, the complexity exported is greater than complexity imported
by 124.38, whereas in material flow the imported complexity is greater than ex-
ported complexity by 3.02. In other words, the existing retailer echelon is more
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Figure 6.4: Complexity Management Framework
aggressive while replenishing products and remains relatively more stable/reliable
to their downstream customers compared to their supplier. The total complexity
(export/import ratio) indicates that the uncertainty exported is more than that
imported by the retailer nodes. The analysis is carried out in the retailer echelon
level with reference to overall uncertainty associated in the retailer echelon.
The predictability and the performance of the distribution network can be im-
proved by reducing the GEI through revision of tactical decisions such as replen-
ishment rule parameters and safety stock. There are several complexity manage-
ment strategies (equations 6.7 to 6.10) available to leverage the uncertainties in
relation to business goal and demand pattern.
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Table 6.2: Existing (Base Case) Complexity
Measures Existing Stage
Information Complexity 124.76(generated)
Material Complexity 3.42 (absorbed)
Total Complexity 128.18(generated)
Responsiveness Complexity 8.37 (generated)
Total Complexity (export/import) ratio 5.79
Resources (EI) 15.95
Backorder (BO) 1.24
Customer Satisfaction (CS) 0.92
6.6.1 Strategy I (S-I)
S-I attempts to minimize the complexity of the distribution system by managing
only the information uncertainty imported from the downstream nodes and ex-
ported to the upstream nodes. Information flow plays a key role in demand driven
supply chains - a small perturbation in customer demand may get amplified (dis-
torted) considerably at the manufacturing plant because of inappropriate internal
strategies practiced at the distribution entities. The overall demand distortion de-
pends on the number of intermediate nodes and the degree of distortion caused by
each intermediate node and affects visibility of true market demand at the man-
ufacturing plants. Therefore, diminishing the uncertainty in the information flow
is important to improve the performance of the entities and the overall network.
Equation (6.7) quantifies the complexity associated in the distribution entity ‘i’
using the difference in entropy between the incoming and outgoing information
flows. Er(
∑
Uji,p) is the entropy ratio that exists in the aggregated demand for
product ‘p’ faced from the downstream nodes ‘j’ connected to retailer node ‘i’,
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whereas Er(Uig,p) is the entropy ratio in the replenishment order placed by the
retailer node ‘i’ to its supplier ‘g’.











6.6.2 Strategy II (S-II)
S-II aims to balance the uncertainty imported from the supplier and transferred to
the customer through material flow. The advantage of transferring the incoming
uncertainty to the downstream nodes is to safeguard the resources. The material
uncertainty caused by the supplier is either due to inappropriate inventory alloca-
tion practiced at the supplier node or because of inefficient supply from supplier’s
supplier (Ho et al [112]). S-II attempts to minimize the inventory cost of the
retailer node ‘i’ by exporting the uncertainty faced from the supplier ‘g’ to the
customer ‘j’ at the expense of customer satisfaction. Equation (6.8) describes the
complexity of the distribution entity ‘i’ arising out of uncertain material supply
from the supplier and uncertain material delivery to the customer. It is the differ-
ence in entropy between the incoming and outgoing material flows. Er(Ygi,p) is the
entropy in the material received from the upstream node ‘g’, whereas Er(
∑
Yij,p)
is the entropy in the material delivery to its customer ‘j’.
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6.6.3 Strategy III (S-III)
The benefit of entropy index is that it allows one to combine various uncertainties
in a straightforward manner to quantify the overall uncertainty (complexity) faced
by the system. S-III accounts for both information and material complexity in an
additive manner to provide better information flow to the supplier and the material
flow to the customers. Equation (6.9) illustrates the business objective of strategy
S-III.
























6.6.4 Strategy IV (S-IV)
Trustfulness (reliability) of the supplier is another unique measure to capture sup-
plier uncertainty. Supplier trustfulness is defined as the ratio of material supplied
by the supplier against the order placed by the distributor (cf. rgi,p introduced
in section 6.5). Strategy S-IV reflects the measure obtained by summing up the
differential trustfulness exhibited by the individual nodes ‘i’ in the supply chain
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network (equation 6.10). For this objective, GEI can be minimum when the ef-
ficiency of both the distributor and the supplier are either good or bad. If the
efficiency of the supplier is good and that of the distributor is bad, inventory and
complexity will increase at the distributor node. If the contrary holds true, the
distributor node will need more inventory to gain the desired CS which again leads
to increased complexity.













It must be noted that it is not a good idea for any node to absorb or export all the
uncertainties that are incident upon it. Rather, the uncertainty must be absorbed
(and the rest be exported) in an intelligent way so that desired customer satisfac-
tion and optimal inventory allocation is achieved. Therefore, the performance of
the network is improved (a) by reducing the overall complexity of the retailer eche-
lon to the least possible and (b) by reducing the complexity to an extent to achieve
desired customer satisfaction. The desired output, i.e. the customer satisfaction is
incorporated as a penalty function in complexity optimization. Pattern search (a
direct search optimization tool in Matlab c© [122]) is used to reduce the complexity
at the retailer echelon through simulation based optimization technique. The sup-
ply chain model developed in Simulink is simulated with respect to the forecasted
demand over the time span of 1000 days. Pattern search tool is integrated with
the model to optimize the uncertainty (endogenous) residing in the supply chain
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by revising the tactical decision (replenishment parameter) at all retailer nodes.
The Gross Entropy Indexes (GEI) for the four complexity management strategies
as framed in equations 6.7 to 6.10 will be minimized. The optimized solutions
from all the strategies are analyzed and discussed elaborately in the next section.
6.7 Results and Discussions
We now present the results of applying complexity management strategies (S-I to
S-IV) to only the retailer nodes of distribution network described by Figure 6.1.
The main objective is to operate the supply chain system at minimal complexity
(uncertainty) depending on the business objectives of their interest. The business
objectives considered in this study are elaborated in section 6.6. Table 6.3 shows
various performance details of retailer echelon under minimized complexity situa-
tion. We will see how effective these strategies are in bringing down the complexity
(for various scenarios) irrespective of other performance metrics (CS, BO and EI).
In Tables 6.3 through 6.6, ‘’GEI reduction‘’ refers to the amount (expressed in
percentage) by which GEI is changed from its original value. GEI reduction is
discussed with reference to actual complexity values. Similar interpretation holds
for ‘’IC reduction‘’, ‘’MC reduction‘’ and ‘’TC reduction‘’. As the name suggests,
EI ratio indicates the ratio of excess inventory (EI) obtained with different com-
plexity management strategies to the base case (existing) EI. From Table 6.3-6.6,
the reduction in absolute complexity at all scenarios confirms,
(1) Strategy-I reduces the information complexity (absolute) superior than strategy-
II
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(2) The material complexity (absolute) reduced to a great extent by practicing
strategy-II than strategy-I
(3) Strategy-III reduces both the information and material complexity and per-
form either superior or nearly close to the strategy-I and II
The above results prove the workability of entropy optimization approach (equa-
tion 6.7-6.10). In the follow up discussions, actual complexity is analyzed to
describe the retailer echelon behaviour and the uncertainty management natures
like changing from uncertainty import (export) to export (import) situation.
6.7.1 Scenario 1: Complexity Reduction
Even though the objectives of various complexity management strategies differ,
all strategies performed well in bringing down the complexity associated with the
supply chain operation. Comparison of these strategies (S-I to S-IV) using in-
formation and material flows makes it possible to gain insights and identify the
effectiveness of various complexity management strategies. Information complex-
ity management strategy (S-I) improves the information quality by reducing the
uncertainty in the information flow (IC reduction) by 46.8%. Quality information
and optimized safety stock improved the supplier capability to predict retailer be-
haviour and also reduced the uncertainties in the material flow (MC reduction) by
86%. Material complexity management strategy (S-II) aims to balance the ma-
terial uncertainty, instead of absorbing material uncertainties at the cost of huge
excess inventory. The optimized S-II outcome reduced the material uncertainty by
52.6%. In contrast to S-I, managing the material uncertainty has a negative impact
on the information flow. In this case information complexity is increased by 11.7%.
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Using total complexity management strategy (S-III), the information complexity
is reduced by 67.9% (through cautious replenishment) and material complexity is
also reduced by 88.7% (by revising the safety stock) in the network. The responsive
complexity management strategy (S-IV) performed well and slashed down 99.5%
of complexity associated with the trustfulness factor to safeguard the resources.
As the main objective is minimized dominantly, the reduction in overall network
complexity (TC reduction) varies between the strategies S-I to S-IV.
On the whole, S-I, S-III and S-IV reduce the overall network complexity by
45.8%, 67.4% and 11.9% respectively, whereas S-II adds complexity to the network
(13.3%). With respect to performance measures, S-I and S-IV provides higher CS
than other strategies. However, this is achieved by using a higher EI ratio. Even if
the information complexity is reduced by 21.2% in S-IV, it must be noted that the
material complexity shoots up by 393% to mimic supplier’s trustfulness to their
customers. S-IV presents an interesting option to reduce EI, as long as the supply
chain can tolerate the complexity addition caused by it. Supply chain managers
may, however, be hesitant to implement such an alternative. Therefore S-I has an
upper hand than S-IV with respect to high CS and less complexity. S-III utilized
only 0.99 times more EI than the existing level (significantly less than the extra
resources adopted by other strategies (1.14 ∼ 1.49 times) as indicated in Table
6.3). Of the four strategies, S-III provides the maximum reduction in complexity
for information and material flows while having reasonable values for performance
measures (customer satisfaction and EI ratio), and is therefore recommended as
the most viable solution for this scenario.
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Table 6.3: Scenario 1: Complexity Optimization
Measures Scenario 1
S-I S-II S-III S-IV
GEI reduction 46.80% 52.60% 67.40% 99.50%
IC reduction 46.80% *11.7% 67.90% 21.20%
MC reduction 86.00% 52.60% 88.70% *393%
TC reduction 45.80% *13.3% 67.40% 11.90%
EI ratio 2.49 2.14 1.99 2.39
BO ratio 0.88 1.46 1.35 0.75
Customer Satisfaction 0.94 0.89 0.91 0.94
6.7.2 Scenario 2: Complexity Optimization with desired CS
Scenario 2 is suitable for supply chains which wish to manage the supply chain
at minimal complexity while guaranteeing a minimum CS (say 95%). Thus, the
objective of this supply chain is to optimize its complexity with customer satis-
faction as a constraint (e.g. CS≥95%). The results from the four strategies for
this scenario are summarized in Table 6.4. The optimized decision suggested by
S-I diminished 42.7% of information uncertainty exported to the upstream nodes.
Strategy S-I also managed to reduce 85.1% of material uncertainty using 1.55
times more EI. S-II reduced the complexity associated with the retailer echelon
by transferring 57.4% of material uncertainty to downstream customers. A small
reduction in information uncertainty (3.2%) was noted. The optimized perfor-
mances gained using S-III, cut down 49.5% information complexity and 74.2%
material complexity at the retailer echelon. S-IV performed comparatively better
than other strategies in reducing its own objective by 99.4% of existing network
complexity. Information complexity decreased by 28.7% and material complexity
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shoots up by 436%. The increase in material complexity than scenario 1 is to
satisfy the CS constraint (CS≥0.95) against the inefficient CS provided by the
supplier.
On the whole, S-I and S-III reduce the overall network complexity by 41.6% and
48.9% respectively, whereas S-II and S-IV resulted in minimal change in overall
complexity. S-III diminished the overall complexity to a greater extent than other
strategies. In comparison to S-III performance in Scenario 1, S-III allows more
uncertainty in the information flow in Scenario 2. In other words, aggressive
replenishment is practiced in Scenario 2 to maintain CS at 95%. The modification
in decision variables for scenario 2 has also affected other performance metrics
such as BO and EI. More resources (1.43 times of existing value) were required to
lessen 48.9% of network complexity using S-III. Though excess inventory is higher
in scenario 2, it helps the entities in the network to gain desired CS by absorbing
the material uncertainty that originates from the supplier. The increase in EI and
decrease in BO is expected because of the CS constraint. However, the magnitude
of change in EI and BO are not the same; the difference facilitates the reduction
of complexity. Excess inventory adopted by S-III is significantly less compared to
S-I and S-II which adopts 1.55 & 2.40 times more resources respectively. As with
Scenario 1, S-IV is also attractive if one is not worried about complexity increase
in supply chain. Overall S-III is the better choice in this scenario capable to deliver
desired CS with less EI and without adding any uncertainty to the information
and material flow.
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Table 6.4: Scenario 2: Complexity Optimization with desired CS
Measures Scenario 2
S-I S-II S-III S-IV
GEI reduction 42.70% 57.40% 48.90% 99.40%
IC reduction 42.70% 3.20% 49.50% 28.70%
MC reduction 85.10% 57.40% 74.20% *436%
TC reduction 41.60% 1.80% 48.90% 18.50%
EI ratio 2.55 3.4 2.43 2.39
BO ratio 0.74 0.62 0.8 0.63
Customer Satisfaction 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
6.7.3 Scenario 3: Complexity Reduction (using similar replenishment
rules)
Scenarios 1 and 2 improved the performance of the retailer echelon by revising their
tactical decision variables. The magnitude of their improvement is limited by the
replenishment rule structure. The question still remains whether the performance
attained can be improved by optimizing the decision variables employing similar
replenishment policies at all nodes in the retailer echelon. Table 6.5 summarizes
the outcomes using various strategies wherein all entities at the retailer echelon
practice the same internal strategy (responsive to the demand and proportional
replenishment rule). The proportional policy is chosen for illustrative purposes
here as it has the fewest decision variables. By adopting S-III, the complexity
resident in the information flow is completely eliminated and 91.6% of material
complexity is reduced. Next to S-III, S-I performed well by removing all informa-
tion complexity and 80.6% of material complexity. In this situation, the overall
supply chain complexity is reduced significantly (101.4%) by adopting S-III. At
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minimal complexity situation, the inventory requirement is less for strategies S-I
to S-III. Consequently, the output obtained is also less than scenario 1. In other
words, EI is reduced at the expense of CS while managing complexity. This im-
plies that even with a responsive retailer echelon, the supply chain is not capable of
providing sufficient customer satisfaction when it strives for minimal complexity.
The deterioration in output is due to inefficient material supply from the supplier
(distribution) node that is not able to cope-up with the newly retuned responsive
retailer nodes. Thus, the tactical decisions of the distribution node also should be
revised in a manner similar to the retailer nodes.
Again, for minimal complexity S-IV performs well with high CS compared to other
strategies. The striking behaviour (high CS) of S-IV is mainly because of adap-
tation to supplier trustfulness factor. S-IV would be the right choice for retailers
that aim for high CS without bothering about network complexity. Compared to
scenario 1, the CS achieved is less even with a responsive retailer echelon. S-II
performs well with respect to resources but suffers from high BO ratio (low CS).
S-I and S-III provide a good balance between the performance measures.
6.7.4 Scenario 4: Complexity Minimization with desired CS (using
similar replenishment rules)
Next, we try the complexity optimization problem using responsive proportional-
type replenishment policy at all retailer nodes with a lower bound (95%) on cus-
tomer satisfaction. Improvement in CS is achieved by increasing the inventory
stock; this can be acquired either by aggressive replenishment (i.e. with added
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Table 6.5: Scenario 3: Complexity optimization using similar replenishment
rules
Measures Scenario 3
S-I S-II S-III S-IV
GEI reduction 101.50% 100.30% 101.40% 88.30%
IC reduction 101% 121% 101.10% *21.1%
MC reduction 80.60% 100.30% 91.60% *204.3%
TC reduction 101% 121.50% 101.40% *16.7%
EI ratio 0.17 0.011 0.15 1.76
BO ratio 3.15 5.95 3.17 1.36
Customer Satisfaction 0.78 0.54 0.78 0.89
uncertainty in the information flow) and/or by holding more safety stock to sup-
press the material uncertainty from the supplier. As compared to scenario 3, all
strategies (S-I to S-IV) provide more flexibility in their material flow to provide
desired CS to the customers (Table 6.6). Compared to information uncertainty,
material complexity shoots considerably (by 27% in S-III to 249% in S-IV) to at-
tain the desired CS. By adopting responsive policy at the retailer nodes, significant
reduction in inventory requirement (with S-I to S-III) is achieved as compared to
scenario 2 for an identical CS. In contrast, making all retailer nodes responsive and
also demanding a minimum 95% CS results in a higher EI ratio in scenario 4 than
scenario 2. The increase in EI is to suppress material uncertainty caused by the
supplier and to gain desired CS. In spite of more aggressive replenishment (25%)
and more material uncertainty absorption (249%), S-IV violates the minimal CS
constraint because of the limited potential of the suppliers. Again as expected,
S-III outperformed than other strategies by managing CS constraint with less EI
and uncertainty.
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Table 6.6: Scenario 4: Complexity optimization using similar replenishment
rules and with CS constraint
Measures Scenario 4
S-I S-II S-III S-IV
GEI reduction 43.40% 1.20% 46.50% 100%
IC reduction 43.40% 34.10% 44.70% *24.6%
MC reduction *84.6% 1.20% *27.5% *248.4%
TC reduction 46.60% 34.90% 46.50% *19%
EI ratio 2.29 2.05 1.98 3.55
BO ratio 0.69 0.78 0.67 0.89
Customer Satisfaction 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.93
In summary, the proposed entropy-based complexity management strategies are
able to improve the performance and predictability of the distribution system sig-
nificantly compared to the initial performance of the supply chain. Depending on
the business objective, the uncertainty reductions have diverse influence on the
cost metrics (scenario III) and predictability (scenario II and IV). Overall, the
complexity management is significantly balanced and acceptable in S-III under all
scenarios. The advantage in S-III is the consideration of both information and
material complexity. Next to S-III, S-I performed reasonably well as compared to
S-II and S-IV. This shows the dominance of information flow than material flow.
Information is the crucial part in pull driven systems that drives material smoothly
and efficiently to the downstream nodes. S-II considered resource optimization in
different ways, whereas S-IV shows less EI ratio and high CS in certain scenarios,
its drawback lies in the fact that it increases complexity and the retailer perfor-
mance is subjective to the trustfulness of the supplier. Therefore, practicing S-IV
is not advisable for the supply chain network in general. Generally, getting all
retailer nodes to adopt responsive inventory management has a positive influence
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in inventory and supply chain complexity management. It can be concluded that:
1. Complexity management should consider both material and information flows.
2. Responsive inventory management (inventory set-point is based on demand) is
a key factor in complexity reduction.
3. Complexity management strategy that is based on trustfulness of individual
nodes (Strategy S-IV) has the potential to provide good performance but will be
characterized by higher complexity.
6.8 Conclusions
Complexity is the root cause of performance deterioration in supply chains that are
plagued with excess or deficient inventory due to lack of clarity about end-customer
demands. Four strategies were considered to optimize network complexity. Using a
novel entropy-based approach, we have shown that significant improvement in per-
formance can be gained by reducing the network complexity through the revision
of tactical decisions. Changing only the replenishment parameters in fixed replen-
ishment policies leads to significant benefits and easy implementation. Of the four
strategies considered here, the strategy that took both material and information
complexity into account (S-III) performed dominantly well under all scenarios.
Thus, based on this work, it is recommended that both information and mate-
rial uncertainties be considered together for improving supply chain performance
along with responsive inventory management. This complexity management strat-




Divide and Conquer Optimization for
Closed Loop Supply Chains
Overwhelming environmental concern and government regulation have encour-
aged/forced real world supply chains to take back used products for recycle. The
phenomena of recycling used products have a positive influence on the production
cost and time. A smart supply chain should exploit more advantage from the used
products to produce new products at nominal cost and time. Business supply
chains have to perform at high levels to remain competitive against competitors
with respect to cost and reliability. In order to maintain supply chain performance
at high standards, a periodic revision in supply chain decisions is mandatory. The
purpose of this chapter is to study the workability of a divide and conquer opti-
mization scheme to improve the behavior of closed loop supply chains. The main
motivation is to synchronize the production facility with the integrated product
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distribution system - used product recycling system by considering the challenges




Traditional supply chains mainly focused on performances such as resources min-
imization and/or output (customer satisfaction) maximization [91]. Government
regulations and environmental concerns have necessitated the supply chain prac-
titioners to recycle the used products [123]. New environmental legislation drives
the industrial ecology concept in both North American and European manufactur-
ing companies. The idea of a industrial ecology is to mimic ecosystems by having
all the outputs of a manufacturing process to act as inputs for other processes [30].
Hence, recycling is considered as one of the crucial performance metrics in modern
supply chains. As a result, the closed loop system collects the used products to
reuse as substitute for raw materials. As a general rule, in closed loop supply
chains, new product flows in the forward direction to the market customers and
used product flows in the opposite direction to the reproduction facilities.
There is plenty of evidence confirming the shift in supply chain operation from tra-
ditional to closed loop scenario. Major manufacturers in Japan, US and Europe
have shown us the way. Japanese automotive industry recycled almost 82% (by
weight) of used cars [124]. Both Hewlett Packard and InkCycle reduced the land-
fills by remanufacturing used toners and cartridges. By adopting free cartridge
recycling program, Hewlett Packard recycled more than 1.8 million HP inkjet car-
tridges in 2003. The efforts made by InkCycle kept 225 tons of waste material out
of landfills. General Motors converted 50,000 tons of waste materials to energy to
facilitate economic benefits - nearly $1 billion was salvaged in annual revenue from
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recycled metal scraps. Johnson and its partners recaptured more than 95% of the
lead weight and 70% of the resin from spent batteries to reuse in new batteries.
Other battery components and acids are either treated or processed for the benefit
of other industries [125, 126]. General Electric Company reused the PET bottles
to generate PBT copolymer which can be used for automotive and consumer appli-
cations [127]. Numerous opportunities are available to generate values from used
electronic products and other product types [30, 128]. Recycling also indirectly
reduces the utilization of virgin raw materials and disposal of used product [30].
The influence of recycling phenomena on the cost and time of remanufactured
product varies with the quality (condition) of used product. Remanufacturing has
been carried out by utilizing (a) the inferior used-products as a substitute for fresh
raw material in the remanufacturing firms and (b) acceptable used-products are
renewed into new products in the refurbishment firms. The manner in which used
products are collected from market customers [129] and transported to the repro-
duction facilities are important in closed loop supply chains. Other than remanu-
facturing and refurbishment, the manufacturing firms also continue production of
products using virgin raw material to satisfy the customer demands [130]. There-
fore, closing the product cycle has the potential to improve the performance of
the overall supply chain. Research in closed loop supply chains has not progressed
to the stage where the forward and reverse flow of products are simultaneously
considered to derive maximum economic returns [131]. The challenge in closed
loop supply chains is in identifying the right tactical decisions to synchronize the
collection centers (reverse channel), distribution networks (forward channel) and
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the production facilities against uncertain demand and used product returns. In
this work, we devise an efficient method to derive tactical supply chain decisions
for the forward channel, reverse channel and the production system for the benefit
of the overall closed loop supply chain network.
7.1.1 Closed Loop Supply Chains
As seen in earlier chapters, improper inventory allocation and limited production
facility are the major hindrances faced by conventional supply chains rendering
them unable to cope up with the uncertain demand. A shift from traditional to
closed loop scenario includes the additional uncertainty with the used-product re-
turns [31, 132]. Used product return is uncertain due to factors such as availability
of collection locations, and the manner in which the recycled used products are
transported to the production facility [129].
Other than end-of-life of product, the product return rate is further complicated by
commercial returns, warranties, repairs during the product life cycle [133]. Possible
collection methods for used products are : (a) manufacturer collects used products
directly from the customer (b) retailer collects used product from the customer,
and manufacturer buys back from the retailers and (c) third party collects used
products from the customers and sells to the production facility. Remanufactur-
ing facility decides appropriate collection method depending on the product type
and return value. The collection point is close to the customer for product with
unknown return values. This helps to sort useful components/parts/refurbishable
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pieces and avoid unnecessary transportation cost. Manufacturer prefers to do re-
covery for products having significantly lower transportation cost. Usually, the
reverse channel practices push strategy to move the used products to their up-
stream nodes to reduce used product inventory holding and transportation cost.
The collected used products are reused in the refurbishment and remanufacturing
facility to produce new products.
Reconditioning (refurbishment) is high value recovery, whereas recycling and waste
management are low or no-value recovery. A resourceful supply chain should ex-
ploit more benefit from refurbishment facility so as to minimize manufacturing
cost & time. Next to refurbishment, remanufacturing option is preferred to pro-
duce products at cheaper cost. Finally, the manufacturing firm that uses fresh raw
materials to make products pitches in seal the deficiency in the required produc-
tion volume. In practice, all production facilities adopt make-to-target strategy
in diverse ways subjective to their business goals. The production pattern for
reproduction facility is truly based on the availability of used product to con-
vert as new products, whereas the production patterns at manufacturing facility
covers up the production deficiency caused by the reproduction firms. Shifting
from conventional to closed loop scenario involves various managerial complica-
tions such as investment, business uncertainty and risk [134]. Many companies
still find it difficult to manage performance at high standards because they are
still at an early stage of development in recovery, reconditioning and remanufac-
turing processes. Additional research is needed to understand the performance
associated with these investments, including both economic (supply chain cost)
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and environmental (recovery) issues.
Supply chain performance has been described as a combination of resources min-
imization and output maximization [135]. Well established supply chains seek
to maintain desired customer satisfaction (output) as a constraint and reduce
the supply chain cost (resources). Recent research has advanced various control
strategies [32] and optimization algorithms to solve supply chain problems as a
single-objective [14, 90] or multi-objective [91, 136, 137] case to reach optimal
and non-dominated solutions respectively. Dealing with real world supply chains
results in a large scale optimization problem with enormous number of decisions
variables. The difficulty of solving the optimization problem increases with the
number of objectives, constraints and the decision variables. Therefore, struc-
turing the supply chain performance as a single-objective optimization problem
(minimizing the supply chain cost) is not practical in all circumstances. The solu-
tion may get trapped in the local minima and/or violate the desirable (customer
satisfaction) constraints due to heavy interaction between the supply chain entities.
Transforming the original problem to a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
problem or reducing the number of decision variables by optimizing only the cru-
cial variables and fixing the rest are same possible approaches to solve the large
scale problem. Another option is to use appropriate decomposition algorithms to
break up the problem into manageable parts and solving them to obtain the solu-
tion for the original problem without compromising significantly on the quality of
the solution. Such an approach can benefit supply chain problems involving large
numbers of decision variables.
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7.1.2 Decomposition based Optimization
“Divide and conquer” (DC) optimization is a well-established decomposition tech-
nique to handle cooperative systems such as supply chains. In cooperative systems,
each subsystem has a separate objective and the collection of all such objectives
form the objective of the overall system. While solving a cooperative system,
a balanced of competition and cooperation between the subsystems is necessary
to attain best solutions for the overall network and possibly for the subsystems.
Subsystems lacking in proper competitive strategies may fail to pursue better so-
lutions, and those that lack in proper cooperative strategies may conflict with
each other and deteriorate the solution for the overall system and the subsystems.
Therefore competition and cooperation are both necessary to achieve good solu-
tions. DC technique is suitable for large scale optimization problems having huge
mixed integer decision variables. The principle of DC suggests that: (1) complex
decision problems should be decomposed into smaller, more manageable parts, (2)
these smaller parts are solved independently, and (3) the sub-problem solutions
are combined to generate reasonable solutions that are close as possible to optimal
solutions. Breaking or decoupling the original problem into various sub-problems
and the task of aggregating solutions of sub-problems to regain original system
are very crucial aspects in DC optimization.
Decomposition heuristics have been adapted by various researchers for diverse
supply chain problems. Lee et al [138] divided the multi-level supply chain into two
sub-problems using decomposition heuristics and optimized them in a sequential
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manner. In the first stage, cost flow is minimized by optimizing the transportation
route, and in the second stage, replenishment plan is optimized by integrating
with transportation plan obtained from the first stage. A two-step methodology is
proposed by Tasan [139] to allocate the production plant to the distribution centers
along with the vehicles, where the second step attempts to lower the transportation
cost by optimizing the vehicle route. Benders decomposition (BD) approach is
adapted by Uster et al [140] to design a closed loop supply chain that has minimal
processing time, transportation, and fixed location costs by optimally choosing
the location of collection centers and the remanufacturing facilities. As opposed to
multi-index formulation, the network is formulated separately in stages to improve
the convergence rate by adapting BD approach. An automotive industry that
provides service parts for vehicle maintenance and repair is considered as a case
study to show the workability of the BD approach.
The purpose of the decomposition approach is not merely to decrease the prob-
lem size. An important reason is reducing the problem difficulty by decomposing
original into less difficult sub-problems. This advantage of the DC optimization ap-
proach as an interesting option to optimize closed-loop supply chains with multiple-
attribute and huge number of decision variables. In this study, we enhance the
performance of a closed-loop supply chain using DC optimization. We do this by
partitioning the overall supply chain into subsystems such as forward channel, re-
verse channel and the production units. Each channel is optimized individually in
a sequential fashion and logically aggregated to regain the results for original sys-
tem. The result obtained by DC optimization is validated against non-dominated
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multiple solutions derived from multi-objective optimization (NSGA-II). DC op-
timization produces promising results with better optima and less computation
efforts compared to single-objective and multi-objective optimization methods re-
spectively. As a result, optimization of large scale supply chain networks can be
achieved using DC optimization. A case study of a multiproduct multi-echelon
closed loop supply network is provided to illustrate the workability of DC opti-
mization method. This chapter is organized as follows. Using several assumptions,
Section 7.3.2 describes the closed-loop supply chain network consisting of multiple
tiers of decision-makers. In Section 7.4, the proposed methodology to optimize
the behavior of closed loop supply chains is described. The efficacy of traditional
optimization, multi-objective optimization and decomposition optimization and
the comparison with respect to solution accuracy, optimization time, sensitivity
and desirability against uncertain inputs are addressed in section 7.5. Finally, the
chapter ends with the conclusions derived from the case study problem.
7.2 Motivation:
It is conceivable that the overall performance of a supply chain is far from optimal
behavior due to inappropriate coordination between internal entities of the supply
chain. Such a supply chain would benefit from integrated decisions between pro-
duction facilities, the reverse flow of used products and new products distribution.
This work presented here is motivated by a need to operate in an optimal manner
via the following:




(2) Transferring the used product to the remanufacturing facility in a cost effective
way
(3) Investigating and allocating the required production units at both manufac-
turing and remanufacturing facilities
(4) Coordinating the manufacturing and remanufacturing production plans to pro-
duce products at low cost and in best time
7.3 Model Assumptions & Supply Chain Description
7.3.1 Assumptions
The mathematical model for the supply chain considered here is based on the
following assumptions:
(1) A planning horizon of 900 days
(2) All entities are reviewed on a daily basis
(3) The demand rates and the return rates are known for all products, and the
return rate is less than the demand rate (return rate = 65% of demand rate)
(4) No deterioration occurs in new product and used product returns
(5) There is an unlimited transportation facility for the material flow in the forward
channel (pull driven)
(6) Transportation limitation exists for the used-material in the reverse channel
(push driven)
(7) Fixed manufacturing and remanufacturing rates and constant transportation
lead-times
(8) Flexible inventory capacity to hold new product and used product inventory
(9) The remanufactured products have quality comparable to newly manufactured
products [141] and cannot be distinguished from one another





The closed loop supply chain considered in this study is a multi-echelon multi-
product distribution network [26] with multiple production facility. The modeling
aspects of the distribution network, collection centers and production facilities have
been explained in detailed in the Chapter 3 and Appendix A. The forward sup-
ply chain includes raw material suppliers, production facility, distribution network
and the market customers. The reverse supply chain consists of market customers,
collection centers and reproduction facilities. Figure 7.1 is a schematic representa-
tion of the two-echelon distribution network. It contains four distributor centers
(DC1 to DC4) and ten retailer nodes (R1 to R10) serving twenty different market
customers (C1 to C20). Nine different products (p ∈ A to I) are featured in this
supply chain. All entities in the distribution network also act as collection centers
for handling used product returns. All distribution nodes have separate inventory
facility to accommodate new product and used-product return. New products flow
in the forward direction from production system to the market customer through
various distribution centers and retailers. In contrast to new products, the used
products flow in the reverse direction from market customers to the remanufac-
turing plant. New products are replenished on a daily basis to satisfy downstream
customers and maintain optimal inventory. Used products are collected and stock-
piled at the retailer echelon and transferred to the upstream nodes (i.e. managed




Figure 7.1: Integrated Decentralized Distribution Network with Collection
Centers
This large scale supply chain network consists of three production facilities namely
manufacturing, remanufacturing and refurbishment (Figure 7.2). All facilities pro-
duce homogeneous commodity (product) and operate with the production goal of
attaining finished product at desired target. All production facilities have sepa-
rate warehouse facility for raw material/used product and finished product. The
finished product inventory of all production facilities is connected to the central-
ized managed warehouse to serve downstream nodes. Among the three production
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facilities, manufacturing unit is the most expensive in cost and time because it ex-
ploits fresh raw material and requires more lead time to convert the raw material
to finished product (Table A.1). Compared to manufacturing, remanufacturing
requires the same lead time; but cheaper in cost because of utilizing the recycled
material (used product) as the raw material. Refurbishment unit has advantage
both in cost and time because it refurbish the used product (relatively at good con-
dition), therefore the cost and time requirement for converting to new product is
significantly less than other production facilities. Other details such as production
rate, lead time and transportation cost are given in A.1
The multi-echelon multi-product distribution network (forward channel) contains
87 continuous decision variables. Each decision represents the replenishment pa-
rameter for each product node at ten retailers and four distribution centers. The
collection centers (reverse channel) also consist of 87 discrete decision variables
which denote the transportation capacity of the product at the retailers and distri-
bution centers. Production facilities have 30 decision variables (number of produc-
tion machineries at manufacturing, remanufacturing, and refurbishment facilities
and the inventory target for the products at all production facilities). Optimiz-
ing the large scale problem with mixed (continuous & discrete) decision variables
and constraints is challenging. Therefore breaking the large scale problem into










































The proposed DC optimization methodology aims to improve the performance of
closed-loop supply chain by parting the overall supply chain into three subsystems
namely forward channel (distribution network), reverse channel (collection net-
work) and the production systems(Figure 7.3). The manner in which the supply
chain network is partitioned and the manner the optimization carried out for each
subsystem are crucial aspects of this methodology. The subsystems are decou-
pled by eliminating the interactions between them using pre-defined expectations
(interactions). Here, the forward channel is separated from the overall network
by assuming the supplier’s capability to satisfy the distributors order, the reverse
channel is isolated from the original system and optimized independently and the
production system is synchronized with the revised forward and reverse channels.
7.4.1 Forward Channel
The forward channel is easily decoupled from the overall network by assuming that
the warehouse is capable of satisfying 95% (U[90%,100%]) of distributor center
orders as pre-defined interactions. In the forward channel, the main goal is to
minimize the excess inventory (resources, IHr,p and IHdc,p) at all distribution nodes
(equation 7.1). The primary constraint is that the customer satisfaction of the















(IHdc,p,t − ddc,p,t) (7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Closed Loop Supply Chain (Divide and Conquer) Optimization
Framework
CSDN = Average(CSr,CSdc)≥ 0.95















Replenishment parameter is the crucial decision in the forward channel as it influ-
ences the material purchase from their suppliers. Replenishment quantity should
be optimal to maintain desired CS and less excess inventory. Next to customer
satisfaction, environmental issues (waste minimization) are crucial and will be




Recovering value from the returned used product and making the supply chains
environmental friendly is the objective of reverse channel. Recovery also has indi-
rect benefits like reducing the waste disposal and the usage of virgin raw material.
In this case study problem, it is assumed 65% (U[60%,70%]) of used product is
returned by market customers to their corresponding retailers. Out of which, 55%
(U[50%,60%]) of used product are low quality products apt for low value recov-
ery to use as raw material substitute in the remanufacturing facility. Other used
products are suitable for reconditioning (high value recovery) in the refurbishment
facility. All retailers and distribution centers will push the returned used prod-
ucts to their respective upstream nodes, and the production plant. Unnecessary
retention of used products at the collection centers is the bottleneck in the reverse
channel. Such unnecessary stagnation of used products at the distribution network
affects the operation of reproduction and refurbishment units, increases the used
product inventory holding cost and decreases the return on investment (ROI). Fur-
thermore, for perishable products, depreciation comes into play. Therefore, the
crucial task is to reduce the retention of used products at the distribution nodes
to utilize the used products and to lessen the inventory holding cost (IHUr,p and
IHUdc,p). At the same time, the manner in which used products are transported to
the upstream nodes (utilizing the full truck capacity) is also important to reduce


































The isolated reverse channel aims to optimize the reverse channel cost by pushing
the used product to the production facility in an optimal way by identifying the
right truck capacity to balance the transportation and inventory holding cost. For
the reverse channel, determining the right transportation/truck capacity from the
set of available choices is the key decision to be made.
7.4.3 Production Facility
After revising the decisions in forward and reverse channel, proper scheduling
and synchronizing of the production and reproduction systems is important to
produce new products at nominal cost and time while achieving at least 95%
(CSw) customer satisfaction. Material recovery and fresh manufacturing are the
two key adjustments necessary to meet the orders from the distribution network.
As stated earlier, the priority in the production system is : (a) refurbishment unit
(to process recovered high value used products), (b) remanufacture unit (to handle
recovered low value used products) and (c) manufacturing units (from fresh raw
material). The used product will go to the refurbishment unit or remanufacturing
unit depending on its condition. Ideally, the refurbishment and reproduction units
should dominate the production to satisfy market customers. Due to inefficient
used product collection and handling, an additional production unit that uses fresh
raw material is necessary to make up for the perishable used product to satisfy
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the new customer orders and the fluctuations in the market demand.
The production facility is improved (with the help of the revised forward and
reverse channels) by choosing the right number of machineries in the remanu-
facturing, refurbishment and manufacturing systems. The goal is to provide at
least 95% CS to the distribution network (equation 7.4), while minimize the fresh
product inventory cost (IHmn,p, IHrm,p and IHrfm,p), used product inventory cost
(IHUrm,p and IHUrfm,p) and plant idle cost (Idmn,m, Idrm,m and Idrfm,m) (equation
7.5).




















































In all these stages, the optimization is carried out by considering the interaction
implicitly as a CS constraint rather than simultaneous (explicit) optimization.
7.4.4 Optimization Agent
The overall closed loop supply chain is modeled in Matlab-Simulink c© environ-
ment and optimized using simulation-based optimization by integrating it with
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Table 7.1: Summary of Decomposition Approaches
System 1 Forward Channel - Reverse Channel - Production Firms
Distribution SystemCollection Centers
Objective: Excess Inventory Inventory cost + Used product inv cost
Minimize Transportation costNew product EI cost
Plant idle cost
Decision variables87 (continuous) 87 (discrete) 30 (discrete)
Bound 0.01 to 1 50*n n ∈ [1,2..10] 500*n n ∈ [1,2..10]
No of Constraint CSDN ≥ 0.95 - CSWH ≥ 0.95
TOMLAB optimization toolbox. In TOMLAB, the combination of glcDirect [142]
and SNOPT [143] optimization algorithm were extensively used to optimize the
overall supply chain system and subsystems depending on the type of decision
variables (continuous or integer) in the problem. SNOPT applies a sparse sequen-
tial quadratic optimization (SQO) for non-linear problems, whereas the glcDirect
routine is the extended version of DIRECT algorithm [144] (modification of the
standard Lipschitzian approach) that handles problems with nonlinear and integer
constraints.
7.5 Results and Discussions
In the first conquering stage, the forward channel is optimized. All distribution
nodes are responsive towards the uncertain demand and practice proportional re-
plenishment policy. Our objective is finding the best replenishment parameter to
replenish right amount of products to provide 95% CS to the market customer and
maintain inventory at optimal condition. The customer satisfaction constraint is
implemented using dynamic penalty function. This sub-problem has 87 continuous
decision variables which is significantly less compared to the 204 decision variables
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in the original problem. The reverse channel is optimized in the second conquer-
ing stage. All collection centers aim to reduce the total reverse channel cost by
balancing the inventory holding cost and the transportation cost. Our objective is
finding the best transportation capacity to push the right amount of used product
to reproduction firms to facilitate refurbishment and remanufacturing operations.
This sub-problem has 87 discrete decision variables which are again significantly
less compared to the original problem. In the third conquering stage, allocating
the right number of machineries and the inventory target are the necessary deci-
sions required for production facilities. In this final stage, the decisions derived
from stage 1 and stage 2 are utilized. This particular step has 30 decision variables
and has to be conquered after solving stages 1 and 2.
7.5.1 Comparison with Single/Multi Objective Optimization
Once the optimization problem is defined, it has either one or multiple global
optima irrespective of the optimization methods used. An interesting issue is to
examine which optimization technique is superior. In case of large scale systems
which can be separated into various sub-systems, the decomposition optimization
has been found to be superior to single-objective traditional optimization method.
Also, for complex problems with a combination of continuous and discrete deci-
sions, the single-objective traditional optimization is known to fall short.
The solutions obtained by DC optimization are compared with those obtained from
the traditional single-objective optimization technique and the computationally in-
tensive multi-objective optimization technique. Figure 7.4) is the nondominated
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Table 7.2: Results of Single and Multiobjective Decomposition Approaches
System 1 Decomposition Single-objective Multi-objective
Approach Approach Approach
Simulation Time (hrs) 11.7515 18.7403 66.4208
Objective function 7.21E+07 9.48E+07 4.45E+07
(1) + (2) + (3)
(1) Forward Channel 5.01E+06 1.07E+07 8.00E+06
(2) Reverse Channel 1.36E+07 1.52E+07 1.60E+07
(3) Production Channel 5.35E+07 6.89E+07 2.05E+07
Hessian *E+6 1.48E+97 -3.57E+06
Hessian Eigenvalues 69/87(positive) 8/87 (positive)
Pareto front (supply chain cost vs customer satisfaction) obtained by optimiz-
ing the overall closed loop system in multiobjective fashion. NSGA-II is MAT-
LAB tool used to explore the complete solution space. From the Pareto front,
the non-dominated solutions corresponding to 95% CS (desired) is considered as
benchmark performance to compare the performance of single-objective optimiza-
tion and DC optimization. With respect to the computation (CPU) time, the
decomposition optimization technique has the upper hand over other two meth-
ods (Table 7.2). This is due to the advantage gained by breaking the original
large scale problem into smaller sub-problems and optimizing the less difficult
sub-problems (forward & reverse channels) in parallel. DC approach is impressive
with respect to computation cost than the computation time. Other than compu-
tation time and effort, the solution accuracy obtained by decomposition approach
is better than conventional single-objective approach and closely comparable with
the solutions obtained by multi-objective approach.
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Figure 7.4: Non-dominated solution obtained by NSGA-II
The optimality and the quality of the obtained solutions are evaluated using Hes-
sian value. Hessian corresponds to the value of the second-order partial derivative
of objective function with respect to continuous decision variables. This value is
utilized in large-scale optimization problems to test optimality conditions of the
obtained solutions; however, computing the Hessian matrix is computationally in-
tensive. If all eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are positive, then the obtained
objective value is local minimum. If all its eigenvalues are negative, then the ob-
jective function is a local maximum. If the Hessian has both positive and negative
eigenvalues, then the solutions represent a saddle point. In this work, the Hessian
obtained from traditional optimization and decomposition optimization provides
solutions characteristics by Hessians where determinant is nonzero. As expected,
the optimality test concludes that both the solutions fall in the saddle point re-
gion. In the decomposition approach, 79.3% of eigenvalues are positive, whereas
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Figure 7.5: Influence of uncertain inputs (demand/used product return) on
supply chain cost
in traditional approach only 9.2% of the eigenvalues are positive. By comparison,
the solution with the DC approach is relatively attractive than those obtained
with traditional single-objective approaches.
7.5.2 Robustness of the derived solution (obtained by three optimiza-
tion methods) with respect to uncertain demand and used prod-
uct returns
Robustness of the derived solutions is also an important issue to study the stability
of derived decisions against the uncertain inputs. Robustness is measured for the
changes (mean shift) in inputs- for example, uncertain demand and uncertain used-
product returns. We studied the sensitivity of performance metrics with respect
to uncertainty in the demand and used product returns in the range of -15% to
+15% (figure 7.5).
(a) Increase in product return and decrease in demand, increases the supply chain
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cost. Increase in product returns increases the used product inventory holding
cost in the reverse channel. Decrease in demand increases the excess inventory at
the forward channel and the production facility.
(b) Decrease in product return and increase in demand, decreases the supply chain
cost. Decrease in product returns reduces the used product inventory holding cost
in the reverse channel. Increase in demand depletes the excess inventory at the
forward channel and production facility. As shown in figure
As expected, from figure 7.6 we see that the uncertainty in inputs have a large
influence on supply chain cost. The proportion of change in supply chain cost is
higher for traditional single-objective approach solution than decomposition ap-
proach solutions. The solution derived using decomposition approach is relatively
more robust (less sensitive) than the solution obtained from single-objective ap-
proach.
Figure 7.6: Sensitivity of supply chain cost for -15% to +15% uncertainties
in market demand and used-product returns (a) Decomposition Method (b)
Conventional Method
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Figure 7.7: Influence of uncertain inputs (demand/used product return) on
customer satisfaction
7.5.3 Desirability of the solution with respect to the customer satis-
faction constraint
Uncertain inputs also have significant influence on customer satisfaction as shown
in the figure 7.7. Desirability is the permissibility of the derived decisions in man-
aging customer satisfaction constraints against the uncertain inputs (customer
demand and used product returns). In this, the basic idea is assigning a score
(equations 7.6 and 7.7) to a set of constraints with respect to the desired limits
(degree of constraint violation, LV=0.9, HV=0.95). The overall desirability mea-
sure is represented as the geometric mean of individual desirability values [145]
(equation 7.8). Figure 7.8 shows that the overall desirability of managing the
constraints is far better by adopting the decomposition approach than traditional
optimization technique.
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DCS,DN =

0 ,when or if CSDN ≤ LV
CSDN−LV
HV−LV ,when LV ≤ CSDN ≤ HV




0 ,when or if CSWH ≤ LV
CSWH−LV
HV−LV ,when LV ≤ CSWH ≤ HV





Figure 7.8: Desirability of Customer Satisfaction constraint for -15% to +15%
uncertainties in market demand and used-product returns (a) Decomposition
Method (b) Conventional Method
As explained in chapter 4, bottleneck(s) in existing supply chains can be identified
using time series analysis. If the bottleneck resides in one of the sub-problems,
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the optimal solution can be reached by solving only the relevant sub-problem.
For large scale systems, the DC optimization is a powerful way. This algorithm
naturally lends itself to parallel execution. One possible limitation of the DC
approach is that it is only suited to systems which can be divided into small parts
and have the decision variables with no/minimal overlap.
7.6 Conclusions
Periodic revision in supply chain decisions is mandatory to maintain the perfor-
mance at high standards and remain proactive against heavy competition and
uncertainties. Model-based optimization strategies help to derive supply chain
decisions with reference to forecasted inputs. Real world supply chains are large,
complex and have to make several decisions to improve the performance. Tradi-
tional optimization methods may be overwhelmed by the problem and may pro-
duce inferior solutions using up a lot of computing time. Therefore in this work,
we considered the supply chain as a cooperative system, which can be divided into
subsystems and conquered locally for the benefit of the overall network and the
subsystems. The results we obtained using DC approach is much better than that
with traditional optimization techniques. The obtained solution with DC approach
is more robust against the uncertain inputs and close to optimality compared to





A primary goal in business networks is to enhance the supply chain outcome
by practicing superior internal strategies and making the right decisions for the
benefit of overall network and all entities in the network. Supply chain decisions
and strategies vary depending on the business focus, nature of product, demand
type and competition. The supply chain decisions should tune its operations
towards achieving business objectives. Periodic revision of supply chain decisions is
mandatory to maintain the profitability and performance at high standards despite
heavy competition and uncertainties. This research work focused on decentralized
supply chains, where all entities intend to optimize their individual performance
without considering the adverse effects caused by them on the network. Managing
decentralized supply chains is challenging because heavy interaction between the
internal nodes can amplify any adverse effects and transmit them to other parts of
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the supply chain system. Inappropriate co-ordination between the nodes results
in disparate benefits to the components of the distribution system. This thesis
addressed the issue of making supply chain decisions to enhance supply chain
performance with reference to various business objectives.
Supply chain model-based optimization helps to derive best supply chain decisions
with reference to forecasted (but uncertain) inputs. A generic model representa-
tion for multi-echelon multi-product decentralized supply chain is developed in
Matlab c©, which can be easily modified and extended to represent other network
architectures. A supply chain handling well-established product and facing in-
significant competition would aim to optimize the supply chain cost (business
goal) at the expense of customer fill rate. In Chapter 4, we developed a perfor-
mance assessment and enhancement framework for such a supply chain to improve
the network performance. The main highlight of this framework is categorizing
distribution nodes into three type aggressive, weak and conflicting nodes and im-
proving the performance of distribution network in stage wise manner. The first
stage of performance improvement is attained by imposing bullwhip constraint at
all aggressive nodes to suppress the adverse effects caused by the aggressive nodes
in the network. Second stage of performance enrichment is gained by improving
the potential of the weak nodes by retuning their replenishment parameters. In
the third stage, performance improvement is obtained through retrofitting and re-
structuring the internal strategies and replenishment rule of the conflicting nodes.
To appreciate the effectiveness of our performance assessment and enhancement
methodology, a performance benchmark (achievable) is computed by optimizing
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the network with similar decision rule in all the nodes. Heuristic decision rules like
order-upto-policy, proportional-integral policy and smoothing order policies (SOP1
and SOP2) were analyzed to identify the performance benchmark. The difficulty
involved in implementing the supply chain decisions to gain high performance is
significant due to reluctance of the individual entities to revise their decisions. The
difficulty level varies depending on whether modification is required in the replen-
ishment rule parameter, structure or internal strategy. Identifying and rectifying
the inefficient units for performance improvement is an efficient way compared to
the units of the network to attain higher performance. The proposed performance
assessment and enhancement approach results in a better supply chain system with
minimal implementation difficulty and with a performance close to performance
benchmark.
Real world supply chains are constrained by the cost-service trade-off. In Chapter
5, the focus is to improve the performance of decentralized supply chain networks in
a multi-objective fashion. The multi-objective optimization (NSGA-II) approach
was adopted to derive supply chain decisions that take into account the multi-
faceted characteristics (customer satisfaction, backorder and excess inventory) of
the distribution entities. For the ease of Pareto analysis, our methodology makes
use of HSDC method to reduce the multi-objective solution space to a smaller
dimension in a lossless fashion. The best solution was identified by utilizing the
reduced Pareto fronts for various business strategies. The effectiveness of vari-
ous replenishment strategies like proportional policy, proportional-integral policy
and smoothing order policy (SOP1 and SOP2) were studied to identify the right
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replenishment policy and parameters in relation to the business goals. Overall,
the network performance is improved by considering bullwhip as a constraint to
prevent information (demand) distortion in supply chains. For supply chains prac-
ticing customer focused, optimal-cost tradeoff and performance tradeoff strategies,
the performance obtained by practicing SOP1 is superior to other replenishment
policies. For cost effective strategy, PI and SOP1 replenishment rules perform
equally well. The multiple-decision handles provided by MOO is useful in that
one can operate the supply chain in a smart manner by matching the operating
strategy to the business environment. The overall outcome of this chapter is the
ability to select the right replenishment rule and associated parameters depending
on the business goal.
Complexity is the root cause of performance deterioration in supply chains that
are plagued with excess or deficient inventory due to lack of clarity about end-
customer demands. Complexity affects the predictability of the supply chains
behavior and makes it difficult for the supply chain entities to plan their operation
efficiently. Supply chain operation facing uncertainty in the demand and material
supply would incur higher supply chain cost than uncertainty free supply chains
for the same outputs. Complexity reduces the return on investment. Chapter 6,
considers four different strategies to improve the predictability in supply chains
optimizing the network complexity. Using a novel entropy-based approach, it has
been shown that significant improvement in performance can be gained by reducing
the network complexity through the revision of tactical decisions. Changing only
the replenishment parameters in fixed replenishment policies leads to significant
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benefit along with the possibility of easy implementation. Of the four strategies
considered in chapter 6, the strategy that took both material and information
complexity into account (S-III) performed dominantly well under all scenarios.
Thus, based on this work, it is recommended that both information and material
uncertainties be considered together for improving supply chain performance along
with responsive inventory management. This complexity management strategy
can be extended to the overall network and for systems with more states of interest.
This framework can be modified to resolve only the crucial distribution nodes
causing performance deterioration in the overall network.
Supply chain performance is not only limited to resources, output and flexibil-
ity issues. Government regulations emphasize environmental factors and seek to
minimize waste disposal. Recycling used products for reuse has the advantage
of influencing the output, resources and environmental metrics in a positive way.
Real world supply chains are large, complex and have to make enormous decisions
to improve the performance. The interaction between internal entities of supply
chain and the mixed supply chain decisions (continuous and integer) make the
problem more complicated. The effectiveness of traditional optimization depends
on the nature of the problem type and decision variables. In Chapter 7, the sup-
ply chain problem is posed as a cooperative system which can be divided into
subsystems and conquered locally for the benefit of the overall network and the
subsystems. Impressive results were obtained using Divide and Conquer approach
and compared to that obtained with the traditional optimization technique. The
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decomposition approach resulted in a relatively superior solution with less compu-
tational effort. The obtained solution is more reliable against the uncertain inputs
and close to the optimality compared to traditional optimization technique.
As a conclusion, for an existing supply chain network with rigid architecture,
revising the tactical decisions regularly is decisive to gain enriched performance.
In all of this work, it is assumed that while deriving supply chain decisions, all
supply chains entities provide the required information to the third-party supply
chain consultant for the benefit of overall network.
8.2 Recommendations for further work
8.2.1 Diagnosis of Oscillations in Supply Chains
Identifying the bottleneck(s) is crucial to improve the behavior of existing supply
chains. In general, the existing supply chain system consists of multiple raw ma-
terial sources, transportation, production units, distribution centers (with their
storage facilities), and points of sale. It may also contain recycle paths arising
out of reverse logistic elements. Such systems are complex, and dynamic instabil-
ities may develop at several levels if the material and information flows are not
managed properly. The problem of detecting problem sources and stabilizing the
system can be approached by combining control theory with signal processing.
Multivariate statistical analysis is expected to be useful in this regard. This could
be a fascinating area because it will use the power of data and data analysis to
determine improvement opportunities in supply chains.
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8.2.2 Demand (opportunity) Forecast
Though various forecasting algorithms have been developed and used to predict the
future demand, demand forecast models are not accurate at all situations. A little
disagreement between the forecasted and actual demand could ruin the operation
and performance of the overall supply chain. Therefore, in place of considering one
scenario for future forecasted demand, a set of possible demand scenarios should
be considered to generate supply chain decisions to improve the expected average
performance of the supply chain or maximize the worst-case performance.
8.2.3 Sensitivity and Robust of Supply Chain Decisions
The supply chain performance depends on the decisions and actions of all entities in
the network. These decisions are derived from the knowledge of expected uncertain
inputs such as demand information and material supply. In real situations, the
uncertainty in the input can vary due to heavy and rapid competition by changing
market. Therefore, the sensitivity of the derived supply chain decisions against
the uncertain inputs would be an interesting topic to study.
8.2.4 Optimization Efficiency
Even though many algorithms are available to solve optimization problems, the
techniques converge in different fashion to the final solution. The disparity in the
solution accuracy among various optimization methods begs the question ”‘which
optimization algorithm is more suitable for addressing the problem”’. Choosing
inappropriate approaches would either result in more computation effort or will
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result in inferior solutions. Therefore, a generalized criterion like post-optimality
analysis is required to make sure that the obtained solution is accurate and close
to the optima.
8.2.5 Advanced Control Strategies
Advanced control theory concept (model predictive control) provides superior per-
formance in managing supply chains. Other control strategies such as model ref-
erence control and robust control ideas have potential for achieving better perfor-
mance from supply chains. Employing advanced control strategies in a decentral-
ized network can increase the complexity of the system as opposed to heuristic
control rules. The magnitude of complexity is proportional to the number of
decentralized nodes in the network. Associating/grouping supply chain entities
with reference to spatial boundary would help to reduce the large scale network
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Reverse and Production system Model
Highly integrated manufacturing, product distribution and recycle systems have
resulted in more and more large-scale operations. Large-scale engineering has
garnered a great amount of interest from academic scholars and industrial practi-
tioners to ensure high-level operations. This section will elaborate the modeling
aspects and the dynamic behavior of collection centers, manufacturing facilities
and their internal (control) strategies.
A.1 Reverse Channel Formulation
The main idea of a distributor node acting as a collection center ‘j’ is to recover
maximum amount of value by integrating the used product returns into total sup-
ply chain picture. The common process involved in the reverse channel is used
product acquisition, inspection, testing and disposition, reverse logistics, remanu-
facturing, and distribution. Although the common activities are well established,
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the managerial importance and understanding of these activities is different in dif-
ferent scenarios [133]. Usually, at all collection centers, the used products (YUkj,p)
are collected, stockpiled and pushed to the upstream nodes. They are used in
the remanufacturing facilities for reproduction and also reduce the unnecessary
retention of used products returns (IHUj,p). Equations A.1 and A.2 indicate that
used product inventory is the balance of used product influx from the downstream
customers and used product moved to the upstream nodes.
The primary concern in reverse channel is the manner in which used product in-
ventory is reviewed and transferred to the upstream nodes. According to equation
A.3, the used product inventory is reviewed at each time period and the material
is pushed to the upstream nodes only when the availability of used product is more
than the truck capacity (Cj,p).
IHUj,p(t) = IHUj,p(t− 1) +
∑
k













0 , IHUj,p(t) < Cj,p
Cj,p , IHUj,p(t) ≥ Cj,p
(A.3)
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A.2 Multi-purpose Production facility Formulation
The generic closed loop supply chain practices three production facilities, namely
manufacturing ‘mn’, remanufacturing ‘rm’ and refurbishment facility ‘rfm’. Each
production facility has own inventory target (SPpf,p, pf ∈ {mn, rm, rfm}) for each
product ‘p’. The discrepancy in the desired inventory target (epf,p) drives the
production machinery at all production facilities (equation A.4-A.9).
epf,p(t) = SPpf,p − IHpf,p(t) ∀ pf ∈ {mn, rm, rfm}, p (A.4)
IHpf,p is the inventory of new product available at all production facilities. It
is the balance of sum of products produced (Pm,p) in the machineries ‘m’ and





Ppf,p,m − Ypf,p(t) ∀ pf ∈ {mn, rm, rfm}, p (A.5)
All products produced from the manufacturing, remanufacturing and refurbish-
ment units are considered identical in quality [141]. With respect to production
cost and time, the products produced from refurbishment facility have advantage
over remanufacturing and manufacturing facilities. Therefore, refurbished product
is preferred ahead of product from other facilities to satisfy the distributor order
(equation A.6). Next to refurbished products, remanufactured products have cost
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advantage over products manufactured using fresh raw material (equation A.7).
Finally, product produced from virgin raw material is used to cover the backlog




Udw,p(t) , IHrfb,p(t) ≥ Udw,p(t)




Udw,p(t)− Yrfb,p(t) , IHrm,p(t) ≥ Udw,p(t)− Yrfb,p(t)




Udw,p(t)− Yrfb,p(t)− Yrm,p(t) , IHrm,p(t) ≥ Udw,p(t)− Yrfb,p(t)− Yrm,p(t)
IHmn,p(t) , IHrm,p(t) ≤ Udw,p(t)− Yrfb,p(t)− Yrm,p(t)
(A.8)
Ypf,p(t) = Yrfb,p(t) + Yrm,p(t) + Ymn,p(t) (A.9)
Each production facility has multiple production resources (machineries) ‘m’. All
machineries have identical production capacity (200 units). All machineries have
the capability to produce any product A, B,...I. The production rules followed at
all production facilities for each review period (daily basis) are described in Figure
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Figure A.1: Scheduling sequence of Multi-purpose production facility
A.1 and equations
(a) Spot the unemployed (idle) machineries from the set m1 to mn (one by one)
(b) Identify the products ‘p’ having high inventory discrepancies
(c) Check whether the discrepancy is greater than the production capacity
(d) Make sure the raw material/used product is available to produce the product
identified in the step (b)
(e) Start production and update the status of machinery, raw materials
(f) Repeat step (a) to (e) until all machineries are assigned for production or until
all discrepancies in product inventory are eliminated via production
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Table A.1: Associated cost in Closed Loop Supply Chains
Variables Details
Refurbishment Rate 200 units/3 days/machine
Remanufacturing Rate 200 units/5 days/machine
Manufacturing Rate 200 units/5 days/machine
Lead time (WH to DC) 12 days
Lead time (DC to R) 12 days
IH (at r,dc,m,rm,rfm) 1/unit/day
IHU (at r,dc,rm,rfm) 1/unit/day
















pc(t) , erfm,p∗ ≥ pcm, rwrfm,p∗ ≥ pcm, statusrfm,m = idle
0 , otherwise
(A.12)
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